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Dude, Where’s My Shuttle?
Kelly Potts
Staff Writer

Montclair State University will be getting
three new shuttle buses
after spring break, as
well as two additional
buses by the end of the
calendar year. Additionally, shuttle services will
apply the use of an application for smartphones
that is capable of tracking shuttles.
By late March, three
new shuttle buses will be
in use on campus, as well
as two larger, transitstyle buses that are currently in the process of
being built.
In terms of routes, an
in-depth assessment will
be done at the end of the
spring semester for this
fall.
Dr. Timothy Carey, assistant vice president of
Facilities Services, said,
“The shuttle services
evaluate the routes continuously, but usually
make changes twice a
year.” For now, the weekly and weekend shopper
routes will be staying the
same.
The app, NextBus
Tracking, will be able to
tell students where shut-

Catherine Baxter
News Editor

Students will soon be able to track shuttles on their phones or computers
to avoid waiting at shuttle stops for a long time.

tles are currently located,
as well as when they are
expected to be at a specific stop.
All students will be
able to benefit from this
free phone app. The
NextBus tracking system
will be arriving in March
as well, but is not tied
to the arrival of the new
buses. “All buses will be
equipped with the GPS
capabilities that NextBus
provides,” said Carey.
This will eliminate

the need for commuters
to waste time driving
around CarParc Diem
trying to find a close spot
to avoid a long walk or a
long wait for a shuttle.
It will also help residents plan their time accordingly if they wait for
a shuttle before and after classes. Rather than
getting stuck waiting for
a shuttle, students will
know exactly when it is
expected to arrive at each
specific stop.

The Montclarion | Lynka Tanaka

Jessica Kutniewski, a
freshman commuter, said,
“As a commuter, I try to
avoid parking in Lot 60 so
I don’t have to take shuttles because I never know
if they’ll show up on time,
but this app would definitely make me rethink
driving around CarParc
Diem for thirty minutes
looking for a spot to avoid
them.”
Kimberly Safara,
a sophomore resident,
Shuttles continued on Page 5.

Red Hawks Becoming Registered Nurses
Jianna Hall
Staff Writer

The Montclarion | Lynka Tanaka
Science Hall is the current home of all the science majors programs.
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Have you considered
pursuing nursing as a career? Well, you’ve come to
the right place. MSU has
finally adopted a nursing program. This is a
joint partnership between
MSU and Seton Hall’s
College of Nursing. Many
students are very excited
for such an opportunity to
pursue their career aspirations without transferring.
Students interested in
nursing would initially
major in biology as an undergraduate. For the first
three years, they would
attend Montclair State,
then their last two years
take classes at Seton Hall.
Some of their undergraduate credits would be completed during the fourth
and fifth year, making
this an accelerated Master’s program. Students
would ideally graduate
with a Master’s degree in
nursing within a five-year
period.
After that, students are
eligible to obtain the additional credential of a Clinical Nurse Leader (CNL),
which is an advanced
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generalist role, as well
as take the NCLEX exam
for RN licensure, which is
an additional CNL certification. This certification
affirms that nurses have
the skills to improve outcomes, reduce costs and
decrease medical errors.
Many students are
looking forward to this
oppurtunity.
“I’m so excited,” said
Andrew Lopez, sophomore. “I feel as if now that
Montclair has a nursing
program, they have a
more well-rounded choice
for students. It’s open to
more people, like myself,
who would have had to
transfer otherwise. I feel
like MSU has always had
the materials to have a
medical program, and
now it’s something that
can become real.”
Highly-motivated undergraduate
students
majoring in Biology (or
a closely related major) and interested in a
health-related
career,
are encouraged to apply.
Anyone who is interested
should contact Gennae
Hinson, biology advisor
and CSAM career service
representative.

Each year, the Student Government Association takes a vote on a
number of various bills
and whether or not they
should pass on campus.
Recently, the SGA has
voted to pass three bills
that will change the lives
of many students across
campus.
According to Michelle
Pisarri, Press Secretary

“The
more
united
we are,
the
stronger
we
stand.”
-Michelle
Pisarri
for the Student Government Association, the
SGA passes nearly 400
bills a year, most from
SGA organizations. The
bills are presented in
front of the SGA at their
weekly meetings, and are
voted upon by the members. For a bill to pass, a
two-thirds majority vote
is required.
One of the biggest
state-wide issues of recent
years includes students
who live in New Jersey
who still may have to pay
out-of-state tuition fees in
order to attend a secondary school. This can apply
to either illegal citizens
who were born in New
Jersey and have lived
here their entire lives, or
simply those who cannot
provide documentation
proving that they live in
state and attend a New
Jersey school.
According to Bill #S2013115 from the SGA, “students that have lived in
Bills continued on Page 5.
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Pelican Police Report

On Feb. 21

On Feb. 22

A female commuter student reported her vehicle being keyed inside of
CarParc Diem. This matter is under investigation. (building #56)
An MSU employee reported a fight
inside of Basie Hall. Police
responded and identified the
parties involved. Charges are
pending at this time.
(building #62)

On Feb.22

Ian Chick, 22, of Monmouth Beach,
was arrested and charged with
theft. He is scheduled to appear in
Little Falls Municipal Court.

On Feb. 22 Evan Cupo, 22, of Freehold, was

arrested and charged with
marijuana possession and drug
paraphernalia while in Alice Paul
Hall. He is scheduled to appear in
Little Falls Municipal Court.
(building #62)

On Feb. 22

Nicholas Tennant, 22, of Atlantic
Highlands, was arrested for
disorderly conduct while at Hawk
Crossings. He is scheduled to appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.
(building #52)

On Feb. 23

20 underaged students were all given
special complaint summons for
underage consumption of alcohol
while in Freeman Hall. They are all
scheduled to appear in Montclair
Municipal Court. (building #15)

Anyone who has information regarding these incidents is urged to call the police
station from any campus phone at T-I-P-S (8477). All calls are strictly confidential.

News

World
Local

•52-year-old Shuja Ali Syed of Middlesex
County was arrested Wednesday morning
and charged with laundering more than $1
million as a part of a fake male enhancement
product scheme in New York and
New Jersey.

•In a statewide crackdown on child pornography, 25 people from 25 municipalities were
arrested according to State Attorney General
Jeffrey Chiesa. The police began the
investigation three months ago.
•Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) is preparing to close six disaster
recovery centers by Sunday. Only three
centers remain. 38 centers opened after
Sandy and have been closing as the need
has lessened.

•During a robbery in Newark’s downtown
area on Tuesday night, an employee at
Newark Liberty International Airport was
shot and killed less than a mile from city hall,
said officials. The victim was
Bruce Santos, 26.

•At 3 p.m. on Friday, Justin Caron, 30, from
Parsippany, was arrested and charged with
possession of cocaine with the intent to
distribute, possession of marijuana with the
intent to distribute, possession of MDMA
with the intent to distribute and intent to
distribute a controlled dangerous substance
within a school zone, a Community Relations
official said.

National
•Millionaire Dennis Tito, an ex-NASA engineer
of the non-profit organization, Inspiration
Mars Foundation, is spearheading the effort
to send two people (one man, one woman)
to Mars in 2018. The trip is estimated to take
501 days.

•A student was shot and killed in a Coastal
Carolina University dormitory Tuesday night.
The school remains locked down as of
Wednesday morning while the search for the
shooter continues. The victim was
19-year-old Anthony Darnell Liddell.

•Detectives Sgt. Loran Baker and Elizabeth
Butler were shot and killed when they
approached a California man for
investigation on Tuesday afternoon. After
locating the shooter and chasing him down,
backup police officers shot and killed the
suspect. The gunman was identified as Jeremy
Goulet by police.

•Two Californians are suing Anheuser-Busch
for watering down Budweiser and some of
their other products in order to boost profits,
their attorneys announced Tuesday.
•According to unidentified sources, the Obama
Administration is planning on providing aid to
the Syrian opposition. This aid does not
include weapons but other forms of help,
which include non-lethal military equipment
and training.

International
•Pope Benedict XVI gave his final speech from a
stage in St. Peter’s Square yesterday. The pope
will resign by Thursday night, saying his frail age
has prohibited his further service
in the church.

•An employee of a lumber plant in the Swiss city
of Lucerne shot and killed two other employees
yesterday before turning the gun on himself,
reported local media. Seven people were hurt, six
of them seriously injured. The gunman was
42 years old.

•An American couple that were reported
missing after a mountain trek were found “safe
and sound,” said Peru’s top tourism official on
Tuesday. The San Francisco couple had not
reported back to any friends or family or accessed
their bank accounts since Jan. 25.

•Off the shores of a popular beach west of
Auckland, New Zealand, a surfer was found killed
yesterday due to a 12-14 foot great white shark.
The victim was a man in his 40s.

•The tunnels between Egypt and Gaza were
ordered to be destroyed on Tuesday by an
Egyptian court. Egyptian authorities still have yet
to act upon the court order.

•Oscar Pistorius intends to hold a private
memorial service for his girlfriend, Reeva
Steenkamp, on Tuesday night. Pistorius was
charged with the death of his girlfriend
on Feb. 14.

News
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Levon Syers, Nicole Duque,
Victoria Conn, Kenneth
Macri, Rich Efrus, Mike
Panepinto, Matt Pollock,
Harry Aamparian, Corey
Aron, Denise Potter, Alexis
Fissinger, Dana Baardsen,
Sarah Dowling, Adriana
Szabova, Morgan Megill,
Kelly Potts, Erin Pedrini
and Jianna Hall.

Winter Week is Heating Up Campus

Students participated in a campus-wide Harlem Shake
in the Student Center Ballrooms.

Ethan Fria
Assistant News Editor

Following two campuswide emails sent this week
from the SGA, the viral Harlem Shake trend found its
way onto Montclair’s campus
yesterday, as a part of Winter
Week.
According to Denise Bambinelli, director of SLAM, the
SGA’s programming organization, the event was originally intended to take place
on the school’s quad, but inclement weather prevented
this.
Instead, over 100 students,
dressed in various costumes
(some school spirited, some
just extravagant) gathered

The Montclarion | Marta Hanaka

and allowing for some stressfree art coloring sessions.
On Friday, from 8 a.m. —
12 p.m. the Student Center
will be open to all organiza-

tions to setup a table. SLAM
will feature an Apples-toApples night with $2,500 in
raffle prizes.
Raffle tickets will be available to all students. Also, free
Rita’s Italian ice will be given
away.
All organizations wishing
to participate in the Friday
night table event should email Julie Fleming and the
Center for Student Involvement.
Bambinelli made sure to
give a special mention to Minal Shaw, cabinet member
who represents the Class
II and III organizations on
campus, whom she said lent
a huge helping hand.

in the Ballroom A of the Student Center.
A DJ was hired to blast the
eponymous song. The event
was recorded and the video
is anticipated for release
next week.
Dr. Karen Pennington was
in attendance to deliver a
mock speech in the beginning of the video, right before a Rocky-headed George
Juzdan entered and kicked
off the infamous shake.
“Today definitely showed
campus unity,” said Bambinelli. “I have never seen so
many smiles in 15 minutes.”
Winter Week was filled
with events to bolster the
campus community.
On Monday over 100 free
subs and salads were given
away to students. Tuesday
featured a free Italian dinner
sponsored by Class II and III
organization.
From 12 p.m. — 2 p.m.,
The Montclarion | Marta Hanaka
SLAM will be at Dunkin’ Donuts giving away free food Even Rocky joined in the Harlem Shake video.
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Short Films Don’t Come up Short

it has been a part of the
Montclair Film Festival.
Bob Feinberg, the cofounder and Chairman of
the Board of the Montclair
Film Festival, said, “As far
as I know, at least in the
New York and northern
New Jersey area, we are
the only people who are
showing all the shorts at
one time.”
He claims events like
this are important, explaining, “They are short
films and they don’t get
the attention as frequently
as features.”
Ryan Moore, a senior
at Montclair, said, “These
films [often] don’t get
seen. They are [often the]
neglects of the Oscars, so I

think it’s really important
for there to be opportunities to see them.”
He continued, “I came
here for inspiration and to
see what wins and what is
good, but I think it’s good
for everyone here. I saw a
lot of kids. I think that’s
great. It can be really creatively inspiring.”
Students had different
favorite films throughout
the day. Jordan Manglona,
a senior at Montclair, said
that his favorite was the
animated Disney short,
Paperman. “I really love
it, just the work they put
into it and the combination of 2-D and 3-D styles.
I was blown away by the
technology they have now

to combine those two elements to actually make it
flow.”
Another favorite was
the live-action short, Curfew. “I liked the whole
story line, like how he was
going to kill himself, then
that event happened and
he was able to see his niece
and his whole attitude
changed towards life,”
said Danielle Ferriolla, a
senior at Montclair.
Curfew was also a favorite for junior Jaime Kaiser. “You didn’t really need
a backstory to any of the
characters. You could just
figure it out. The characters just developed so well
in the 20 minutes that we
saw it.”
Another live-action
short, Henry, was the favorite for junior Michael
Pacyna. “Henry was really good because my grandmother had Alzheimer’s,
so I could relate really well
to it and I thought it was a
good story as well.”
Pacyna also said, “I’m
seeing some movies that
I’m not usually able to see
anywhere else, plus they
are shorts, so it’s a good
opportunity to see something that I could learn
about.”
Feinberg said, “The idea
behind the festival was to
bring all those shorts together in one place so that
real film lovers could come
and watch them all.”

Bill A3509 would ensure that any students
who have lived in the state
of New Jersey for at least
three years and obtained a
high school degree would
be able to apply for financial aid administered by
the Higher Education Student Assistance Authority.
This also covers people
without legal immigration
status who have submitted a request to the United States Citizenship and
Immigration Services.
Bill S2479 ensures essentially the same things

stands for the Development, Relief and Educations for Minors Act.
In agreeing to pass
Bill #S2013-115, the SGA
endorses the bills and
“strongly encourages Susan Cole, as well as the
University Board of Trustees, to endorse these bills
and urge state legislators
to pass both bills.”
In addition to this bill,
the SGA also voted to approve Bill #S2013-079,
which states that “the SGA
formally condemns intolerance in all of its forms

ing issues of discrimination and seeking it out.
The SGA also hopes to
work diligently with the
Police department in assuring maximum awareness. There have also been
discussions about having
cameras. Though nothing
is in the works, the idea is
on the table.”
The SGA also hopes
that New Jersey United
Students will use Montclair State University as
an ally when fighting for
the DREAM Act in Trenton.

Erin Pedrini
Staff Writer

On Sunday, the Montclair Film Festival presented “Oscar Shorts: Celebrate the Underdogs,” in
University Hall.
The event featured all
of the short films nominated for an Academy Award
shown together in an allday viewing from 10 a.m.
to 5:30 p.m., before the
Academy Awards aired on
television that night.
This event was $12.00
for the morning or the
afternoon sessions and
$20.00 to stay the entire
day. People of all ages attended this event, from
young children and students to the elderly. The
event ended up being sold
out and festival volunteers
had to find chairs to bring
in so that people could sit.
It was free for students
to attend, but according to
the Montclair Film Festival’s sign-in sheet for
students, only 21 students
attended throughout the
day.
During the duration of
the screening, the festival
showed three categories
of short films: Animation,
Live Action and Documentary.
This festival has been
held for four years at Montclair State University, but
this is the first year that

Bills
Continued from page 1

the state of New Jersey for
the majority of their lives,
graduated from a New
Jersey high school but do
not have documents, are
currently required to pay
out-of-state and international rates at the state’s
county and state colleges.”
Students that have lived
in-state for almost all of
their lives have been required to pay these large
fees simply due to a lack of
documentation.
According to the MSU
website, the tuition rate
for
2012-2013
varies
greatly for in-state and
out-of-state students. Residents of New Jersey had
to pay $11,057 for tuition
whereas out-of-state students had to pay $20,135
for tuition. However, the
students who may not be
able to provide documentation proving that they
either reside in New Jersey or graduated from a
New Jersey high school
would be forced to pay the
more expensive tuition of
$20,135.
There are two current bills in the New Jersey State Assembly and
Senate that are trying to
make it possible for students who have lived in
state for at least three
years and have obtained a
high school diploma to pay
in-state tuition rates and
also be eligible for state financial aid.
Both bills, A3509 and
S2479, would “allow certain students, including
undocumented
immigrants who meet certain
criteria, to qualify for
in-State tuition at public institutions of higher
education and State financial aid,” according to the
Legiscan website.

Photo courtesy of flickr.com.
Paperman won the Oscar for best animated short.

Many students fight for the DREAM Act to be passed.

as bill A3509, while additionally stating that “the
bill directs the authority to
establish procedures and
forms that enable these
students to apply for, and
participate in, the State
student assistance programs.
Also known as the
“DREAM Act,” this bill

and instead promotes tolerance, acceptance and
mutual respect between
all students.”
“This bill now informs
our students that the University now finds discrimination absolutely intolerable,” said Pisarri. “Cops
will now have a higher
sensitivity in address-

Photo courtesy of flickr.com.

“We also hope to see
that the students will step
up and protect other students from discrimination
and all hatred, as it is unnecessary,” said Pisarri.
“The more united we are,
the stronger we stand, and
the more we can fight discrimination.”
In addition to the bill

Shuttles

Continued from page 1
said, “I always choose to
walk, no matter what the
weather is like, because I
never know how long I’m
going to have to wait for a
shuttle.” She thought this
idea was perfect because
she can now check when
the shuttle will be arriving rather than waiting
for one or walking across
campus in the rain and
snow.
“I feel applying this
app for the MSU students
and faculty is a great, reliable source that can fulfill our needs,” said Matt
Jenkins, a sophomore
resident.
For those students who
do not have smartphones,
the app will be available
online. Students will be
able to check where the
shuttles are from a website so they can get the
full benefits of the app
just like students with
smartphones.
Carey says that the
shuttle services faculty
will be conducting a comprehensive publicity campaign so the University
community understands
the use and benefits of
NextBus.
He said that these
changes that are being
implemented is just the
first step in a long process
of renewing their current
fleet.

that was passed, President
Susan Cole sent an e-mail
out to students on Tuesday, confirming the University’s intolerance for
inappropriate
behavior:
“Montclair State University is morally and socially
committed to providing
a working and learning
environment that is inclusive, free of discrimination, harassment or
bullying, and is welcome
to persons from all racial,
ethnic, social and cultural
backgrounds,” said Cole in
the e-mail.
Through a combination of the bill, e-mail
from President Cole and
the support of the student
body, MSU is taking the
proper steps to becoming a
truly tolerant campus.
“I think this is all coming at a perfect time,” said
Mary Jaleb, junior. “Between what happened a
few weeks ago and even
what happened last night
[regarding the shooting at
CCU], this makes me feel
safer. Knowing that people all over campus, from
the administration to the
student body, are taking a
firm stand makes me hope
that these incidents will
come to an end.”
Between the DREAM Act
and the bill taking a stance
on intolerance, Montclair
State is taking the necessary actions to make this
campus an acceptable one
for all of those who attend this university. Taking the first steps to show
the Board of Trustees and
other legislators where
the student body stands
on these issues is just the
beginning to make this
campus a better place.
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What’s Trending?
Oscars Best-Dressed
Denise Potter
Staff Writer

Charlize
Theron

Jessica
Chastain
Armani

Photo courtesy of zimbio.com

Photo courtesy of eonline.com

Dior Couture

There is no debate that the likes of us have spent this past Sunday night crowded around our television sets, hoarding the last of the
Academy Award hors d’oeuvres and cheering on our favorite big-screen
beauties. But in the months to come, what will stick in our minds way
more than the nominees for Best Picture is certainly the contenders for
“Best Dressed” on the red carpet. Strong and strapless was certainly the
fashion theme this year. Mega-babes like Jennifer Aniston, Kerry Washington, Charlize Theron and Reese Witherspoon took the carpet by storm
in pops of vibrant color and showed a little skin, and this time, we were
happy to receive their cold shoulders.
Strutting her old-Hollywood type glamour as usual, Jessica
Chastain proved to us that less is more in the beautiful intricately beaded
copper gown by Armani. Paired with a warm lip color and side-swept hair,
Jessica made Zero Dark Thirty look 100 percent sexy. Amanda Seyfried
looked anything but Les “Miserable” in her Alexander McQueen gown
with a shocking crisscross-neckline. Though she looked a little washed
out in the pale, greying material, we commend her for taking a fashion
risk for her Oscar debut.
Between Catherine Zeta-Jones and Nicole Kidman, we saw stars
or sparkles. These two Academy Award veterans proved they could strut
their stylish stuff, no matter what age or agenda in the show-stopping
gold and black couture by Zuhair Murad and L’Wren Scott, respectively. Compared to all the twenty-something newcomers on the carpet this
year, these leading ladies of Oscars past showed that they’ve still got
what it takes.
We were all for Kerry Washington the moment she showed up in
the strapless two-toned jeweled gown by Miu Miu, though fingernails
were heard audibly scratching the fashion chalkboard when we saw
the tiny bow at her waistline. With such an outstanding performance
in Django Unchained, is there really any need for ribbon and yarn? We
know you’re a prize, Kerry — leave the bowties at home.
Kristen Stewart hobbled in just in time to show off her remarkable Reem Acra gown and ostentatious accessories — crutches. While she
wowed us into supreme envy in her soft lace and ruffle train, we didn’t
appreciate the transparent style of the bust (though maybe Seth McFarlane did). And just this once, we urge you, crack a smile. But for now,
ankles will have to do.
Of course, we can’t forget to mention the one of the sexiest men
alive — the incomparable Bradley Cooper showed up looking dapper as
always, courting his mommy dearest as his date. Though we stick by you
through anything, Bradley, we do have to ask: why the beard? Despite
being an arguable Oscar-superstition, it’s always best to sport a clean
shaven face for a night like that.
And now, the moment you’ve all been waiting for — the one and
only Jennifer Lawrence in her flawless Christian Dior gown, sweeping
the “Best Dressed” contenders and Best Actress nominees with her poised
and elegant style. For maybe the first and last time ever, we can hand it
to Miss Lawrence for maintaining sex appeal and grace even after taking a nose dive onto the steps of the stage just moments after her
name was called in sweet victory. With her winning smile and downto-earth acceptance, Jennifer had the heart of each of us, proving
that you can be fabulous and genuine at the same time. For all of us
girls chasing a life of looking fashion-fierce while sometimes feeling
couture-clumsy, Jennifer Lawrence may just be our “silver lining.”

Photo courtesy of x17.online.com

Photos courtesy of 12.yimg.com

Jennifer
Aniston

Reese
Witherspoon
Louis Vuitton

Valentino

Jennifer Lawrence

Agree?
Tweet us
@MSU_fashion.
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Pipe Line Protest Pursues Climate Change
Sarah Dowling

Contributing Writer

Photos Courtesy of Sarah Dowling

Occupy Wall Street protestors protest fossil fuels.
if he does, he will become the
first world leader to veto a big
project because it’s bad for the
climate.” McKibben is also the
founder of 350.org, an international environmental organization.
350.org reported that
last year, 15,000 people surrounded the White House in
protest of the pipeline, and in
return, President Obama delayed the Keystone XL project.
This year, an estimated 40,000
people marched, as speakers
from multiple organizations
addressed the crowds through
loudspeakers on the key focuses of the rally.
Aside from the pipeline’s impact on switching to
alternative energy sources,
one of the biggest concerns for
protesters against the pipeline

is the immediate environmental impact. All fingers point to
Enbridge, the crude oil transport company responsible for
Keystone XL.
This was the concern
of Chief Jaqueline Thomas of
Saik’uz First Nation in British
Columbia. “Enbridge really
has brought our communities
together in Canada, because
we’ve had oil spills, and you’ve
also had oil spills in this country, because oil will spill. It’s
just a matter of when. They’ve
spilled in the Kalamazoo,
which I hear cannot be cleaned
up. They’ve broken their promises, and I understand it’s even
Enbridge that has done that.”
“Well, this is it,” began
Van Jones, a former green-jobs
advisor for President Obama.
“This is the last minute in the

Photos Courtesy of Sarah Dowling

On Feb. 17, thousands
of people marched on the National Mall in Washington
D.C. in what has been called
the largest climate change rally in history.
People of all ages from
30 states, including students
and faculty from over 100 colleges (which included Montclair
State) bundled up and flocked
to the Mall in below-freezing
temperatures. They hoisted
signs and chanted, “Hey-hey,
ho-ho. Keystone Pipeline’s got
to go,” in protest of the Keystone XL Pipeline project. One
little girl hoisted a sign reading, “When I’m President, it’ll
be too late,” while others went
further, even dressing up.
People from the Occupy Wall Street Movement
dressed as grim reapers, one
with a scythe with the words
“Tar sands” on it. If the project
continues, Keystone XL, which
was proposed in 2008, would
transport crude oil from the
Athabasca oil sands in Alberta,
Canada to numerous destinations in the U.S. This includes
the Cushing oil distribution
hub in Oklahoma, refineries in
Illinois and proposed contacts
to refineries down to and along
Texas’s Gulf Coast.
“All I ever wanted to
see was a movement of people
to stop climate change and now
I’ve seen it. I cannot promise
you we’re going to win, but
I’ve waited a quarter century
to find out if we were going to
fight, and today, at the biggest
climate rally by far in U.S.
history, I know we’re going
to fight,” stated Middlebury
College scholar Bill McKibben over the loudspeaker at
the rally. “Our theme has to
be: When you are in a hole,
stop digging. Above all, stop
the Keystone pipeline. The
president can do that with a
single stroke of his pen, and

last quarter of the biggest,
most important game humanity has ever played. This
is it. One thing I know, having worked in this town, the
simple maxim, ‘If you don’t
fight for what you want, you
deserve what you get.’” At
this point, the people cheered
louder and raised their banners higher.
This maxim seemed
to be the mantra for the day,
as protestors proceeded to assertively make rounds around
the National Mall and the
White House shouting, cheering and demanding climate
action.
Clearly, to the people
and organizations involved,
the Keystone rally represents the beginning of widespread action against climate
change. McKibben stated
that this rally, though large,
was only the beginning. “As
summer comes on, this movement will just pick up. I want
everybody to circle those days
toward the end of July that
are, on average, the hottest
each year. We’re going to try
and make them hot politically
too, this year.”

Left: MSU
student for
clean energy

‘Restore the Shore’

Efforts Continue for MSU Student
Morgan Megill

Contributing Writer

“Danielle is always doing some kind of community
service projects,” said Cayla
Jackiewicz, Knoeppel’s roommate. “You should see all of
her Post-it notes and calendars marked with all of the
stuff she is working on.”
The first community
service project Knoeppel organized herself was a clothing
and toy drive on campus for
the victims of Hurricane Sandy. Items that were donated
included clothing, blankets,
winter jackets, toys and even
money and gift cards. “Bonner allowed me to expand the
drive to make a bigger impact,”
Knoeppel said with a smile. “It
wasn’t just people from the
beach towns that helped and
donated, but students and professors from MSU.”
After organizing the
clothing drive from her dorm
room, Knoeppel then took it
upon herself to lead a cleanup
in Sea Bright a few days after
the storm hit. Over 50 people
participated in sweeping the
sandy streets, cleaning debris
from the beach, gutting houses, folding clothes and even
cutting down trees.
“People came from all
over the place,” says Knoeppel. “Everyone was willing to
lend a hand for the town they
love.” 		
Because the first cleanup that she organized was successful, Knoeppel quickly took

Photo Courtesy of limitedrun.com

Danielle Knoeppel
still cries every time she
passes the pile of sand and
rubble that used to be her
office in Sea Bright. “This
is a storm that affected my
area,” she says. “Turning
my back [on it] just wouldn’t
be right.”
After
Hurricane
Sandy destroyed the Jersey
Shore, Knoeppel, a full-time
English Education student
at Montclair State University and a beach supervisor
in Sea Bright, took the destruction as an opportunity
to take initiative and show
everyone the pride she has
in being a member of the
Sea Bright community.
At 20, the West Long
Branch native organizes
hurricane relief efforts in the
small beach town in hopes of
keeping the area on track as
it prepares for another summer tourist season. “It’s a
work in progress,” Knoeppel
says. “But I am in this for
the long haul.”
Knoeppel is an active member of Montclair
State University’s Bonner
Leaders Americorp, an organization on campus that
encourages students to volunteer and be involved with
community service projects.
Additionally, she is known
by her peers as someone who
is willing to drop everything
to help someone else.

to planning another that would
include more of the MSU community.
Many Bonner members joined in on another
cleanup that drew an even bigger crowd on Martin Luther
King Jr. Day.
Knoeppel’s dedication
to the rebuilding of the Jersey
Shore has not only allowed

her the opportunity to help
strengthen the beach community she loves, but has also allowed her to keep envisioning
what Sea Bright will be transformed into. “I am currently
in the process with another
friend of creating a benefit
concert as another fundraiser,” says Knoeppel. “Everyone
I have worked with wants to

know how they can help, so
I’m trying to keep planning
things.”
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Pre-Spring Break Fad Diets

Will They Really Help You Lose Weight?
Alexis Fissinger
Staff Writer

Ladies and gentlemen: it’s that time of year, the semester that every college student has been looking forward to all year — spring break. In just two
weeks, many of us will be off to an exotic destination, but for some of us, this vacation is coming just a bit too soon.
Don’t have your beach body trim enough yet? Well, you might want to think twice before you resort to those quick, fad diets that will just leave you dehydrated, exhausted and moody. Instead, focus on weight-loss basics to look great and feel energized for your fun-filled week.
Here is a simple science behind why quick-fix diets do not work, and how a healthier alternative can help you lose the weight and keep it off for good.
The bottom line is that if something sounds too good to be true, it is. If you cannot imagine yourself happily living off a diet plan for a prolonged period
of time, then you really will not lose any body fat, but instead gain extra weight. Spring break is about having fun, and without the energy from a balanced diet,
you’re likely to be the party pooper instead.

Fad claim #1: “Eat as much as you want!”		
This usually means you are limited to
one type of food, like unappealing cabbage soup
or lemon juice. The reason these “diets” may
work at first is because one gets so bored with
the same food that one literally wants to stop
eating. Also, the food you are allowed to eat is
lacking a slew of vital nutrients, which often
causes certain nutrient deficiencies. Weight
will come right back on when you start eating
the foods you were asked to give up.
Instead:
Add a variety of fruits and vegetables
to your meals and snacks. Filling up on these
fibrous and nutritious foods will help you to eat
less of the junk that really packs on pounds.

Fad example #2: “You Don’t Even Have to Exercise”
Any diet that tells you to refrain from exercise is clearly banking on the fact that you
will be losing muscle mass and is aware that the calories allowed in this diet will not give you
the energy to spend on the extra activity. Muscle weighs more than fat, and that is why you
may see the number on the scale decrease, but then again, so will your lean muscle tone. Your
fat will still be in the same place it always has been.
Instead:
Put in some gym time and recover properly with carbohydrates and protein. You
cannot burn body fat without carbohydrates, so throw out the misconception that you should
work out on an empty stomach to lose weight. Take a fun exercise class to enjoy your workout
more. Les Mills’ BodyPump at the Student Recreation Center is a great choice and will help
you build lean muscle, which increases the amount of calories you burn, even while at rest.

Fad claim #3: “Rapid weight loss”
Also known as rapid water loss. The nutrition professionals at the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics state
that a weight loss of 1.5-2 pounds a week is the ideal goal
for weight loss to be healthy and maintainable. Anything
more than this is likely not to be fat loss, but rather muscle,
water and even bone loss — none of which makes you appear fit. The more weight you lose in a week, the quicker
you will put it back on after you get off the diet plan.
The reason that many lose weight quickly on lowcarb diets is because carbohydrates attract water, so without the carbohydrates, your body does not hold on to lifesustaining water and can easily become dehydrated.
Instead:
Avoid hunger to prevent overeating. Snacks should
be a nice balance of carbohydrates to give you energy and
protein to keep you full. Stick with complex carbs like whole
grains, fruits and vegetables. Great sources of lean protein
include tuna, yogurt and beans.

Photo Courtesy of getfit.com

‘Congratulations, It’s a Boy’

MSU Students Step Up to the Plate
Dana Baardsen
Staff Writer
In the midst of students bustling back and forth through the crowded Student Center, there is a
calm and quiet three-month-old baby being cradled by 22-year-old father Dung Le Danh.
The baby boy, Dominic Le Danh, hangs out in the Student Center with his parents, Dung and
Nicole Lyson, Monday through Friday. The new parents go to extreme lengths to care for their son while
finishing school.
It all started when the full-time students met each other at a house party and clicked instantly.
After becoming more serious with each other, Lyson realized something was up, and soon enough, she
figured out what it was.
“When I first found out I was pregnant, I was shocked and in denial, yet excited,” said Lyson.
She was seven weeks pregnant at the time.
When Danh realized what was in store, he took on extra jobs working to prepare for the baby’s
arrival. The father-to-be put in over forty hours working per week, making sure all of his bills were paid
off in addition to opening up an account for his future son.
Dominic
Lyson had her own struggles to deal with. In addition to working extra hours to save up money,
the effects of pregnancy were taking a toll on her. “It’s not just your belly growing; it takes all of your
energy and physical strength. You have another life growing inside of you.” She adds, “I also had to get
over the fear of giving birth.”
On Thanksgiving morning, Nov. 22, 2012, all of the hardships seemed to take a turn for the better when healthy Dominic entered the world. “It was one of the best days of my life,” said Danh.
The new parents declared the godmother to be Nina Agugliaro, Lyson’s little in her sorority.
The godfather to Dominic is Mikey Craig, a brother to Danh in his fraternity.
Going to school was once a normal task for the pair, but it’s now turned into a mastered art.
“The hardest part is the car situation, since we only have one,” adds Danh. They have to plan the whole
day out in order to stay organized.“We get everything ready the night before class and are awake by
6:30 a.m. the next morning. We arrive at school by 7:30 a.m. and coordinate our schedules from there,
alternating babysitting with our class schedules.”
The enormous energy it takes for Danh and Lyson
to endure this routine on a daily basis comes from something quite tiny. “Dominic is our motivation,” says Danh.
“We wanted to be responsible for taking care of him and not
just handing him off. It’s our baby.” He jokes, “We wanted
him to get some college experience at a young age.”
Godfather Mikey Craig adds, “Dung and Nicole are
superheroes. They will stop at nothing to give their child a
better childhood then they had combined. They’ve showed
me the strength an individual can have, and the strength
The happy couple of love.”
The family of three will continue this routine until
graduation rolls around.

Dung, Dominic and godfather Mikey

Photos Courtesy of Dana Baardsen
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Blogging From Abroad:
The Czech Republic
Adriana Szaboova

Contributing Writer

like Newcastle, however, the
Czechs actually wear jackets.
The streets are littered with
parents coming home from
grocery shopping, kids walking home from school and
young adults that are always
meeting an endless string of
friends. In a way, I like walking more. You meet people you
would have never met before if
you were driving everywhere.
We took a trip to the
main center of Brno for a little shopping. To my surprise,
most of the stores in the shopping center were the same that
we have back in the U.S. Some
of the brand-name stores had
even cheaper prices than those
back home. After the mall we
decided to go explore the center of the city. We walked
down endless rows of beautifully designed buildings and
storefronts.
After all that walking, we decided to warm ourselves with a drink unique to
Czech Republic and Germany,
Svarené Víno. This sweet red
wine served warm is made by
warming a nice red wine, then
adding sugar, cloves and cinnamon. It was the perfect way
to end the night.
One major difference
between the U.S. and the
Czech Republic is the amount
of beer consumed, and for good
reason. To all of you Budweiser and Coors fans: you have

1

J

1

Photo Courtesy of tripadvisor.com

Ahoj!
Greetings
from Morava in southeastern Czech Republic. The
countryside here looks
amazing covered in white,
due to a massive snowstorm that hit this region
of Central Europe.
Though I have
been to the Czech Republic
many times before, coming
here was almost, in a sense,
like coming home. I took
this trip mainly to visit my
boyfriend, who took the semester off to stay with his
family in a village outside
of Brno.
However, just because the purpose of the
trip is for a visit doesn’t
mean you can’t have a little
fun.
The city of Brno is
beautiful in architecture
and in charm. Walking
through the streets, you
really get that stereotypical feeling of a beautifully
colored European city. The
city is big, but for some
reason has this really
small city feeling. The sky
is an endless web of cables
for their light rail system,
which they call “tramvai.”
It gives the city a unique
feeling.
True to European
culture and the crazy high
prices for gas, people here
walk everywhere. Un-

Brno, Czech Republic
nothing on true Czech beer.
Not only is the drinking age
here 18-years-old, but if you
have money, you’re drinking,
as Czechs consume beer more
than coffee.
According to the World
Beer Report, Czechs have the
most beer consumed per capita, even more than Germany.
In all honesty, if you have the
opportunity to try real Czech
beer, especially if it is on tap, I
highly recommend you try it.
Getting to the Czech
Republic from Newcastle was
much easier and cheaper than
many thought. An extremely
useful tool in travelling across

1

J

1

J

countries and within countries,
is the bus service, particularly
the MegaBus. The cost of getting from Newcastle to London
was £8 at peak hours. The trip
back was only £5. Yes, these
trips take considerably longer than the train (the road to
London was seven hours), but
they are also incomparably
cheaper.
International flights
across Europe are also very
affordable with Ryanair and
EasyJet. They do put strict
limitations on baggage and
almost everything extra — including reserving seats. In the
end, they are still considerably

cheaper than other airlines.
A round trip from London to
Brno only costs around €60.
Even though I would
have loved to stay here longer and explore Prague and
the rest of the Czech Republic, duty to school calls.
After only a short
week, I’m headed back to
the United Kingdom on
Tuesday to resume classes.
My next adventure
is to bring you through a
typical week in the life of
a Newcastle student. Stay
tuned.
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The Weekly Debate
If you could go anywhere on an all-expenses
paid Spring Break, where would it be?

He Said

She Said

Honestly, a Spring
Break in college is not even
spring. Yes, the actual spring
equinox isn’t too far from then,
but the weather is still cold
and it happens at a time when
there are no major holidays,
well, unless you take St. Patrick’s Day seriously.
I was never a fan of
spring weather. For one thing,
I am allergic to any kind of
pollen, which means my sinuses will revolt against my
own well-being. Also, it causes
self-confusion when it comes
to clothing.
Mornings will start
just above freezing, only for
the temperature to rise to a
gorgeous 60°F later in the day,

causing you to carry a heavy
sweatshirt around campus.
If I were to go anywhere regardless of a budget,
it would be a place where I
can escape the onset of spring
weather. My brother previously had an unforgettable experience during Spring Break
two years ago when he took
his girlfriend to the great state
of Maine.
Maine is a place where,
no matter the weather, the air
is always comfortable due to
the lack of an overburdened
population. Portland, its largest city, is no bigger than nearby Hackensack.
Most of the towns surrounding Portland, which is

the area my family is familiar
with, are laid-back and clean.
If someone were to find a place
to go Instagram-crazy, the city
of Bath; along the Kennebec
River, would fit the bill due
to its rich scenery and unique
identity.
Bailey Island is another spot to visit for the
views. The island includes
unique rock formations jutting into the water as well as
a small, rocky beach. The island also features the world’s
only bridge made of cribstone,
which is used to get on and off
the island.
Everywhere you look,
there’s always a breathtaking
view.

When most think
of Spring Break, they immediately think of traveling south to go partying
on some beach. That’s not
always my tactic toward
vacationing. I am a sucker
for a good roller coaster,
but that’s not what I’d do
in the middle of a high-octane semester. I’d rather
relax in an environment
where everyone isn’t flocking.

I think most people
are expecting me to go south
for Spring Break, but I would
probably either go to Germany
or Belgium.
As beautiful as Mexico
or the Bahamas might seem,
I love Europe and I especially
enjoy beer. I’m not going to lie;
beer has grown on me. I bet
many of you were expecting a
classy lady response, but nothing is classier than good beer.
Germany and Belgium are known for having
some of the best brewed beer
around the world and I always
thought it would be fun to take
tours of beer breweries. So why

not tour the best beer brewers
around?
I remember when I
was 18 and had landed in
Frankfurt. It was 10 a.m., and
my sister, my dad and I were
waiting for a transfer flight to
Croatia. That is when I had
my first taste of German beer
and I was determined to try it
again.
Since I may be incoherent and money is no object,
I will probably buy a ticket
for my friend to accompany
me. We will tour Germany for
three days and do a huge beer
extravaganza.
Germany has 1,250

breweries and Dortmund is
the beer capital of the country.
Any beer tour I decide to go on
better bring me to Dortmund.
Germany, as a country, is
versed in many types of brewing techniques, so it will make
for an interesting excursion.
After my three days of
touring, my friend and I will
go to France and visit Paris.
The first thing we
would visit is the Eiffel Tower
and then watch La bohème in
the Paris Opera House.
The next day, we will
spend a few hours at the Louvre and go watch a show at the
Moulin Rouge.

For our final day
in France, we will go to
Disneyland. We will eat in
both Germany and France
to our hearts’ content and
I, personally, will be drinking wine with all my dinners.
It will be a shame
once we decide to go home,
but this imaginary vacation will always be in my
heart. That would be an
awesome Spring Break.

Email your Campus Concerns to MSUfeature@gmail.com

gay (gā) 1. there once was
a time when all “gay” meant
was “happy.” then it meant
“homosexual.” now, people
are saying “that’s so gay”
to mean dumb and stupid.
which is pretty insulting
to gay people (and we don’t
mean the “happy” people).
2. so please, knock it off. 3.
go to ThinkB4YouSpeak.com

Fun & Games
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By Madame Carley

Aries March 21 - April 19

Libra September 23 - October 22

Taurus April 20 - May 20

Scorpio October 23 - November 21

Gemini May 21 - June 20

Sagittarius November 22 - December 21

Expect a blast from the past sometime this week. Perhaps an old friend or relative will invite you to take a
stroll down memory lane. Whoever it may be, use this
weekend to reflect on some of the positive aspects of
your life.
This week is a busy one. Look out for any unexpected
changes in your schedule, and take the time to handle
them one at a time in order to avoid any conflicts with
colleagues, friends or family.

You are not in your best mood this week. Although
someone may be getting on your nerves, whatever you
do don’t fight back. You do not want to look as bad as
them. Remember to just “ keep calm and carry on. ”

You are having a stressful week and have too many
things on your mind. Do not worry, things should be
back to normal on Monday. Perhaps, someone you
know will finally acknowledge your efforts.

This is a good week for romance. Do not be afraid to
pursue a relationship you have your doubts on. You
have nothing to lose and you never know until you try.

Although you may be having a great time this week,
someone you know may be hurting. Take some time
off your busy schedule to comfort this person.

Cancer June 21 - July 22

Capricorn December 22 - January 19

You are currently experiencing an overwhelming
week. Whatever the case may be, you have gone from
being happy to feeling angry to feeling upset. This
may stress you out, so relax from time to time.

Procrastination has been at your door this whole
week. It’s time to get things done before they snowball
into a bigger problem. If it is too late, do not push the
panic button just yet. You may be able to fix whatever
mess you’re already in.

Leo July 23 - August 22

Aquarius January 20 - February 18

Virgo August 23 - September 22

Pisces February 19 - March 20

This is the week to use common sense. Whether it is
saving up for something new, going into a relationship
or something as simple as planning your day, make
sure you think twice before setting your mind on a
certain thing.

Do not let your inner emotions get the best of you
this week. You may really hurt someone. Don’t be
quick to judge others and watch your temper, it could
really land you in hot water!

It’s time to let old habits die young. That means quit
doing anything that you feel is slowing you down.
Make a new habit of letting go of old grudges and stop
doing whatever is hurting your health.

Self-control is the word of the week for you. Whether it is food, shopping or adventure, do not overindulge in whatever comes your way because you will
only get used to it, and it will end up biting you back
in the end.

DRAW CARTOONS FOR
THE MONTCLARION!
Contact msuproduction@gmail.com
for more information!
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For Sale

Child Care

Help Wanted

Prime Great Notch
Building Lot near MSU.
Asking $325K Create your Dream Home
for Approx. $110 per
square foot. Century 21
Cedarcrest 973-228-1050
Ask for Lisa or Dennis.

Before school care
and driver needed
for 12 and 14 year
old in our Cedar
Grove home (close
to campus) from 7A8A Monday to Thursday.
References, background clearances
and car required for
transportation to
school. 610-993-8796
or ncarrelli@carebridge.com

HAVE FRENCH WILL
TRAVEL: Experienced
tutor will prepare you
for any exam, presentation or first-time
travel to France. Learn
just what you need to
know. $40/hr. reginavandyke@hotmail.com
or 862-596-7978.

Park & Lock $80.00 /
Month….Very Close to
MSU….973-746-8494

Rental
Save $$$ - Female Students or Grads: Summer, Fall 2013 room
rentals May-August
or school year. Furnished, Across from
Campus. Internet
Included. Singles or
Shared. 973-778-1504
Boarding available
9/1/13 for female, nonsmoker - In lovely, secure, private home,
2.4 mi. from MSU. All
amenities. Furnished
Room with bath, lg.
closet. $1500.00 mon.
plus security. Diane
201-315 -0476

Wanted: 29 serious
people to work from
home using a computer. Up to $1500 - $5K
PT/FT www.ValleyIncomeOnline.com

Needed ASAP: P/T
caring babysitter for
2-yr-old daughter.
3 days/week, schedule flexible. Needed
for morning routine
and daycare drop-off,
noon pick-up, afternoons. Must drive/
have car, prior childcare experience, references. Extremely
discounted apartment available for
right person. Contact
Logan 707-797-7773
for interview.

HOMEWORK-HELPER Wanted for 10
year-old, Monday 4:156:15pm in Montclair $15.00 per hour.
Call Mary Kate
973-865-8769

Earn summer credits at

STOCKTON COLLEGE
• Eight different summer sessions with starting dates in May, June and July
• Discounted tuition and housing
• Convenient class times, online and distance learning courses available

252081A02

www.stockton.edu/summer

Stockton College is an AA/EO institution.

The “It’s Only Another Beer”
Black and Tan
8 oz. pilsner lager
8 oz. stout lager
1 frosty mug
1 icy road
1 pick-up truck
1 10-hour day
1 tired worker
A few rounds with the guys
Mix ingredients.
Add 1 totalled vehicle.

Email
montclarionadsales@gmail.com
for more information and details

Never underestimate ‘just a few.’
Buzzed driving is drunk driving.
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Representation Without Explanation

Vicky Leta| The Montclarion

W

ords can be as empty or
as meaningful as the actions
that proceed them. Back as
children, we could distinguish
empty threats from our parents.
We can commend our Student Government for declaring their stances on important
issues such as the DREAM Act
and the In-State Tuition Act.
Just recently, the SGA had
declared that Montclair State
University does support both
acts and believes it should be
passed throughout the state,
but how many students even
know about these acts and
why does the SGA only think
it is necessary to make declarations?
The SGA signs these declarations as representatives of
our school without consulting
the student body about what
exactly they are supporting.
The DREAM Act and In-

State Tuition Act, if signed,
will not only help undocumented students obtain documentation with the completion
of college, but will also help
those students by eliminating
the Out-of-State tuition for
undocumented students.
As much as we support both
acts, we believe the SGA, as
representatives of this school,
could do more for these acts.
If our founding fathers merely
wrote a declaration and had no
foreground to go into war and
fight for their rights, we would
still be a British colony.
It’s wonderful that our SGA
supports the signing of both
acts, but there is more that
can be done as the representatives of the student body.
Clubs, such as LASO, are
good examples of people within
our community that have held
events advocating and educating students about these acts.
There are still students
around campus that have no

have any sort of feedback is
tyranny. As The Montclarion
staff we question potential
flaws within these acts.
One huge concern is the
elimination of Out-of-State tuition. We could be losing thousands of dollars because of the
extra money received from
those who pay Out-of-State
tuition.
What exactly will happen
in order to support the money
lost? Could it potentially lead
to a rise in taxes or tuition? Or
will we have to cope with the
money lost?
Many also question why
we are not supporting an act
that can potentially help documented students who are unable to afford education.
If the Student Government
would like to convince students
that this is an act we should be
supporting, then they should
have advocacy for it.
Convince us that we should
be in support of the acts. As

idea what these acts are and
how it will affect not only students that are attending our
school, but those who will pursue the path for higher education.
Though it is believed that
we are not entitled to education, those who do want to pursue it should have the means
of doing so.
Both acts will be a stepping stone to those who strive
for education. Telling someone
they’re amazing and convincing someone that they are
amazing are two different actions.
The same goes for supporting the acts and advocating for
them.
One can clearly say we
support the act and encourage
higher education for all, but to
enforce and fight for an equal
education or true support, is
what these acts need.
Also, to speak on behalf
of all 18,000 students and not

much as we at The Montclarion have looked into the benefits of the acts, the entirety
of the school is still left in the
dark.
If the SGA is passionate about this act as much as
their declaration claims, then
they should stick behind their
words.
Instead of paying for a
DJ to play the Harlem Shake
in some way to promote school
spirit, the SGA should spend
their funding on more pressing issues.
The pubic should be more
involved in the decision-making process, or we might as
well have the students rise
like John Proctor and protest,
“It is my name.” We shall not
sign something we do not support.

The Week In Review
Thumbs Up
Black Power
Screaming goats
Barbra Streisand

Thumbs Down
The Onion’s prejudice toward
Quevezhané Wallis
Rhythm and Hues
going bankrupt

Opinion
The Supremacy of the
To Rebuild Or Not To
Feline Race
Rebuild
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h i s
March marks
twelve years
since
the
Taliban destroyed the
Buddha statues carved
into the cliffs
at Bamiyan.
Kristen Bryfogle
The statAsst. opinions
ues
were
editor
remnants of a
Buddhist
Afghanistan long before Islam became the dominant religion, back
when present-day Afghanistan was
largely connected to Eastern influences due to the Silk and Spice Roads.
During its period of political power,
the Taliban introduced a policy of idol
destruction, which included the Buddha statues and countless other pieces
of religious and cultural history, which
were no longer relevant to the practicing religions and ethnic groups of Afghanistan.
When the government announced
that it intended to destroy the Buddha statues, several countries, agencies and museums spoke out in protest
and offered generous sums of money to
preserve the Buddha statues. However,
this money was only intended for the
preservation of the statues and was explicitly not to be used in the country’s
politics or social agencies due to the
Taliban’s association with al-Qaeda.
The inability to use international
funds in aiding suffering citizens only
enraged the government and inspired
them to destroy the Buddha statues
more quickly. Over several days, the
Taliban shot and bombed the carvings
until they were reduced to rubble.
Twelve years later, the Taliban,
al-Qaeda and bin Laden have become
household names, and the loss of the
Buddha statues in March 2001 has been
overlooked by the atrocities of Sept. 11
and the War in Afghanistan. Today,
there is much debate about whether
or not the statues should be rebuilt.
Before 2001, the larger of the two Buddhas reached 180 feet in height, and
the smaller was still an impressive 124
feet.
Even though Buddhism is not widely
practiced in Afghanistan, many Buddhists treasured the statues, and the
site became a tourist attraction for
many who were visiting Kabul, Af-

ghanistan’s capital, which is near the
Bamiyan valley.
Rebuilding the statues would increase tourism in Afghanistan, as
many think that rebuilding the statues
would present Afghanistan as a country which now acts outside of the will
of the Taliban and their policy of iconoclasm — one which enjoys many different cultural perspectives.
After years of war, the Afghani government lacks funding to reconstruct
the nation and provide for its people.
Though the violence in Afghanistan
is dwindling, many tourists are still reluctant to visit after so much strife. The
reemergence of the two Buddhas could
be what the country needs to get back
on its feet and draw in tourists to gaze
at the astounding Buddhas once more.
However, rebuilding the Buddhas
does not leave the lasting cultural or
historical impression which the vast
emptiness of the Hindu Kush mountain range now evokes.
Archaeologist Zemaryalai Tarzi is
one of the most outspoken advocates
for leaving the remnants as they are.
Not only would the patchwork job
of putting the statues back together
be painstakingly difficult for even the
most skilled specialists, but rebuilding
the Buddhas downplays the gravity of
the Taliban’s crime. It’s more important
for people to see the absence of the statues and to know why they are missing
rather than to rebuild something destroyed from an act of religious and cultural intolerance and ignore that this
injustice occurred, or so Tarzi argues.
Though the Taliban’s crimes against
humanity are horrendous, they have
also stripped away many articles of human culture which cannot be replaced
easily.
Even if the Buddha statues were rebuilt, they would never again be carved
into the mountain with the same permanence, but would have to be freestanding. Replacing the Buddhas runs
the risk of dismissing the cultural
crimes of the Taliban and the regime’s
impact on history during their period of
iconoclasm.
The terrible deeds of the Taliban may
inspire some to rebuild, to be stronger
and less vulnerable to extremist governments, but it may be even more terrible to cover up the past and risk not
learning from it.

I

can’t
tell you how
many times
throughout
the course
of my day
that one of
the
most
pressing
lindsay rassmann questions of
managing editor our generation haunts
me: Which is better, cats or dogs? After much thought and 22 years of extremely scientific observation, I have
concluded that cats are far superior to
dogs.
A cat’s independence, compared to
a dog’s, is the first reason why cats are
superior beings. Cats are predominantly solitary creatures, capable of doing
virtually everything except feeding
themselves with little to no assistance.
A dog may be a man’s best friend, but a
dog also a man’s pain-in-the-ass.
Dogs generally need more attention.
They have to be let out of the house
to go to the bathroom and have to be
walked at least once a day. I often wonder if dog owners know they can get the
same companionship from a cat with
less chores.
While the companionship may differ slightly, both cats and dogs exude
love and affection. I have a problem
with the saying, “a dog is a man’s best
friend” because it comes off that dogs
are the only acceptable pet in which a
relationship can be formed.
Dogs are more needy than cats, always wanting to be near their owners,
but this doesn’t necessarily make them
the “best” friend a man can have. Dogs
have a limited number of emotions,
namely excited, tired and hungry.
On the other hand, cats have a human range of emotions. This oftentimes
leads many people to believe that they
hate cats due to how fickle they can
be.
We’re all fickle human beings, ca-

pable of mood swings, so when a cat’s
mood changes, why does it suddenly
become a dealbreaker?
We live with mothers, fathers, siblings and loved ones who are capable
of far more drastic mood swings, yet
we deeply love them. Whether you like
cats or not, they are more like any of
us, or our friends, than dogs.
Cats are intelligent beings with
standards. Want a real challenge? Try
getting a cat to love you unconditionally. The more you work on any relationship in your life, the deeper the bond.
A dog’s love is easy to gain, it would
actually take more effort to get a dog
to hate you.
While my dog’s bright-eyed fascination with the world doesn’t get old, my
dog loves everyone she comes into contact with, no matter who they are. Some
people may like this characteristic, but
I appreciate how cats have standards,
how they just don’t like anybody. You
have to prove yourself to a cat to gain
its love, and that makes the love it returns all the more rewarding.
Gaining a cat’s love is a feat worth
bragging about, which is why it’s often
easy to point out cat owners and cat
lovers.
On that note, why are cat lovers often
called “crazy cat ladies” but there’s no
such thing as a “crazy dog man?” People
aren’t crazy for having cats. Cats may
be more moody and fickle when compared to dogs, but it’s equally as crazy
to own a dog, or any pet for that matter.
All animals come with their quirks.
While this article is about how superior cats are to dogs, the choice between cats and dogs is totally personal,
undoubtedly based on lifestyle and genetics. I’m mostly kidding, but no matter how many adorable kitten pictures
I post to my roommates’ walls, I’ll never sway either of them to love cats as
much as I do.

Lindsay Rassmann, a Broadcasting major, is in
her first year as the Managing Editor for The
Montclarion.

Kristen Bryfogle, a Classics major, is in her first
year as the Assistant Opinions Editor for The
Montclarion.

This February, A Month of Historical Events
One month sees papal resignation, meteor and Day-Lewis Oscar win

A

s February comes to a
close, it leaves
behind a wake
of epic news —
news that will
not be forgotten, at least unlevon syers
til summer.
For those
Columnist
who have yet
to inform themselves about the events
that have occurred over the course of
the month, fear not: the following few
paragraphs will be the edifying light to
the dark parts of your brain. They will
keep you current with the most monolithic of events. Think Keanu Reeves
and Alex Winter traveling through time
in a phone booth, but better.
To begin, Pope Benedict XVI of the
Roman Catholic Church announced his
resignation from the Vatican at the end
of the month.
His Holiness’ resignation marks the
first from the Vatican since Gregory
XII in 1415.
According to an article by the U.K.’s
Telegraph, the Pope will “keep his
name, His Holiness Benedict XVI, but
get a new official title: ‘Emeritus Pope
or Pope Emeritus or the Roman Pontiff
Emeritus. So His Holiness, Benedict

XVI, Pope Emeritus or Supreme Pontiff Emeritus.’”
Those simply aren’t enough titles.
The 85-year-old German pontiff will
give up his official papal ring, which
will be destroyed by the Vatican Secretary of State, an ancient yet relevant
tradition. The cardinals of the Vatican
will meet on March 4 to set the date for
the conclave, which will decide who the
next Pope will be.
Moving on, a giant meteor exploded
over the atmosphere of Russia on Feb.
15, resulting in a massive firestorm
that rained down on the unsuspecting citizens of Chelyabinsk, or in other
words, the first 30 minutes to every
mid-to-late 1990s apocalyptic action
movie just became real-life.
According to Discovery News, the
meteor explosion “injured more than
1,000 people and blew out windows
across the region in a massive blast
captured on cameras by frightened witnesses.”
According to Fox News, the meteor
was “about 55 feet in diameter, weighed
around 10,000 tons and was made from
a stony material, scientists said, making it the largest such object to hit the
Earth in more than a century.”
The stony material was rumored to
be made of rhinestones as part of a time
capsule launched by Billy Ray Cyrus in
1992 following his “Achy Breaky Heart”

tour. The capsule reportedly contained
high-rising Levi’s jeans and a pair of
cowboy boots. Is it a coincidence or are
terrible things always happening in
Russia? Hang in there, Russians!
Daniel Day-Lewis solidified his spot
in acting history this month by winning
his third Oscar at the Academy Awards
for the iconic performance he gave in
the biopic Lincoln, directed by the renowned Steven Spielberg.
The third win marked the most ever
by a male actor and has secured Lewis’
already iconic status to legendary. For
those of you who do not know Daniel
Day-Lewis, you should be ashamed of
yourselves. His method acting borders
on the dangerously obsessive, which in
return translates for consistently magnetic performances on screen.
For example, to prepare for the role
of Bill the Butcher in Gangs of New
York (a movie for which he was also
nominated for an Oscar), Lewis spent
his time apprenticing at a butcher shop
in New York for four months.
To accurately portray the role of
Daniel Plainview in There Will Be
Blood, Lewis spent over three years
preparing for the role, which included
occasionally stealing a milkshake from
a teenager.
To prepare for his role in Last of the
Mohicans, it was speculated that Lewis spent his time gambling at a Native

American casino in California for three
weeks straight with no sleep.
If you have not seen any of these
movies or do not get any of these references, please do yourself a favor: immediately rent all of them and cancel
the rest of your plans for the day. It has
been argued that he might be the greatest actor ever, and for good reason.
Though the month of March approaches with rapidity, February’s epic
happenings have yet to be put onto the
backburner. To those four of you who
have made it to the end of this article, I
send you my complete respect: not even
I could make it through this article in
one reading.
As a result of your efforts, you are
now armed with this powerful information, which will undeniably prove useful within your social circles this weekend.
March will be the “Game of Thrones
Season Opener Beard” month, during
which I will be growing out a beard in
preparation for the HBO Series’ ascension back into the entertainment spotlight, while simultaneously discussing
my favorite existing plotlines within
the series. Thank you ahead of time to
the Editor-in-Chief for soliciting that
gem of an idea during a chance run-in
last week. “Stay Thirsty, My Friends.”

Levon Syers, an English major, is in his first year as
a columnist for The Montclarion.

Concerning Editorials and Columns
		
The main editorial appears on the first page of the Opinion section. They are unsigned articles that represent
the opinion of the editorial board on a particular issue. Columns are written by individuals and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of The Montclarion staff.
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Bourgeoise: Tarred and Feathered
A look at “Sentinels at the Gate.”

Theadora Lecour
Staff Writer
Perched on the pathway between Café Diem and Life Hall
are statements criticizing the
rash and cruel nature of judgement. The tarred and feathered "Sentinels at the Gate" is
a piece by Stephen Douglass of
Montclair State University's
MFA program — a work exemplifying the humiliation placed
on society's victims that aren't
the perfect image of what a
person "should" look like.
The use of the mannequins
themselves is a direct comment on the idea of the "perfect body," something Douglass
expresses is "not a reality."

Douglass, a former photojournalist from the northern
English border of Scotland,
has started the next phase of
his life in studio art. In his own
words, his goal with this later
piece would be to "have people
think about judging people
and art in general." There is
no specific historical portrayal
in the work, although there is
strong referral to French neoclassicism and "turning it on
its head," so to speak. This, of
course, is physically manifested in the invertigo position of
the human shapes.
The students of Montclair

have had quite a response to
Douglass' public art. Captivated and curious of the harsh
statements the sculptures
seem to make, students have
experienced varied reactions
from fear to confusion.
Senior Ebony Jackson felt
that the work had a particular
historical statement. "For me,
the sculptures represented
what slaves had to go through.
The work itself is cool, but the
concepts scare me."
What Jackson is referring
to is the severe racist treatment many African-Americans
endured. Tarring and feather-

They are among us!

(Photo courtesy of Lizeth Torres)

ing was an exercise practiced
with the intent of humiliation
and pain. It’s something that
would be more than excruciating to remove from skin.
Philosophy major, Liz
Torres, and Television/Digital
Media major, Micheal Klein,
had similar, lighter reactions.
The
sculptures
definitely
caught Torres' eye, though she
had to admit, she didn't know
what they were. Klein had to
take a second to look at the art
to analyze what he saw.
"At first, I didn't know if
there were feathers on the
sculpture originally, or whether the geese on this campus
attacked them." After taking
a second, Klein found he liked

what he saw. "It's a bit weird
but exciting to see things like
that on campus."
After witnessing and hearing some of what people had to
say about his work, Douglass
said his pieces were "doing
what they're supposed to do."
Inspiring thought and causing
pauses were the two things
the artist took most pride in
having accomplished.
The public forum meant the
most to the communication
of this work, and having only
debuted two weeks ago, additions to the work are still to be
made.

Hot Aussie Imports
Are Bliss N Eso Worth a Listen?
Nicole Duque
Staff Writer
The International Hip Hop
Movement is growing and
strengthening as audiences
constantly look for the next
best thing — essentially, more
unique, creative styles in hiphop. A group feeding this craving is Bliss N Eso of Sydney,
Australia, a trio crowned kings
in their motherland’s hip-hop
community as well as a group
the world should definitely
keep up with.
Notable tracks include,
“Sea is Rising,” “The Tunnel of
Love,” “Happy in My Hoody,”
“Then Till Now” and “Watchdog Water Dragons.”
Jonathan “Bliss” Notley,
Max “Eso” MacKinnon and
DJ Tarik “Izm” Ejjamal began
performing in 2000, creating
their fan base and working
hard towards placing Aussie
hip-hop on the map. To the
stage, these boys have teamed
impromptu freestyling, beat
boxing and seamless turntable-scratching for four consecutive years before settling
down to record their first fulllength album, Flowers in The
Pavement (2004).
Vibrant lyrics and production exploded in each track,
sending forth passionate expression while marking a
milestone in their career. Audiences and critics nationwide
responded
overwhelmingly
positive, concretizing the fact

Rap from down under.

(Photo courtesy of blissneso.com.)

that Bliss N Eso was there to
stay.
In 2006, their second album, Day of the Dog, was released and instantly became
the first Australian hip-hop
release to make ARIA’s Top 50,
earning them an ARIA nomination for Best Urban Release
that same year. Sales boomed
and surpassed all benchmarks
with regards to a local hip-hop
release, leading to their North
American tour in 2007, where
they performed sold out shows
in the Northwest U.S. and
Canada.
In June 2007, with MTV
and the Oaktree Foundation,
the boys embarked on a tour
called the Make Poverty History Zero Seven road trip tour,
traveling to some of the poorest regions in South Africa to
complete their track and recording of their music video for
their next album’s first single,
“Bullet and a Target.”
Their third album, Flying Colours, received nearly
perfect reviews in various
media and broke multiple records for an Australian hiphop act mainly due to their
well-received five singles,
such as “Bullet and a Target,”
“Woodstock 2008,” “Eye of the
Storm,” “Field of Dreams” and
“The Sea is Rising.” Once they
hit their Top 10 ARIA debut,
Flying Colours became the
highest selling local hip-hop of

that year and earned them the
ARIA Award for 2008’s Best
Urban Release.
Every single show was sold
out, 24 in total, leading to
their headlining in prestigious
music events in Australia, including the Quiksilver Pro
and Come Together. In 2009,
the trio released the Flying
Colours Live deluxe edition,
which included a DVD and a
new single. One final national
tour followed after, reminding the group just how much
they’ve done for their local
hip-hop community.
Later in 2009, the trio came
out with their fourth studio album Running on Air, touring
the U.S. and hitting another
milestone — how far they’ve
come as an Australian hiphop act. In May of 2010, their
fourth masterpiece debuted at
#1 on the ARIA Album Chart,
and shortly afterwards, they
embarked on their massive 25date American tour with Kottonmouth Kings before returning home for the summer.
Despite the incredible success these boys have experienced since 2000, their humble
qualities and unique character
have shone and proved to exist
through time. Currently, the
lads are exploring options as
to what their next step will be.
I’m sure we’d all love to know,
and will hopefully soon find
out.
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Compton
Conscious
Rashard Bradshaw
Arts Editor

Kendrick Lamar recently released the video for “Poetic Justice,” his third single off his critically-acclaimed
good kid, m.A.A.d city. With Lamar’s native Compton
serving as the chilling backdrop, the video presents
an urban take on the star-crossed lover scenario: boy
meets girl, they fall in love and their attraction turns
fatal. It’s almost Shakespearean; just replace the sonnets and neck ruffles with lowriders and warring West
Coast gangs.
This urban take on Romeo and Juliet may seem
like a tale of puppy love gone wrong but for many living in violent cities across the country, the scenes of
bloodshed are all too real. I really enjoyed the overall
cinematic nature of the video. I find that Lamar’s take
on visual aids, which is completely different from the
typical flashy, materialistic and almost arrogant nature of his peers, is extremely refreshing.
Ultimately, with his heavy lyricism and originality,

(Photo courtesy of popmatters.com.)

Kendrick Lamar: hip-hop’s progressive newcomer.

Taylor Swift’s Concert Controversy
Breakup Song to the Tune of $2.5 Million
Victoria Conn
Staff Writer

America’s Favorite Sweetheart, Not So Sweet (Photo courtesy of evilbeetgossip.com.)

Country-pop star Taylor
Swift is being slammed with a
lawsuit for cancelling a concert
in Canada and keeping the
money without performing.
In August 2011, Swift had
agreed to perform at the Capital Hoedown music festival
in Ottawa, but was forced to
cancel due to organizational
problems of the festival itself.
Issues arose when the singer,
who was paid a $2.5 million
paycheck upfront, pocketed
the money without ever performing. Meanwhile, a whopping $1.8 million was necessary in order to refund each
customer who demanded their
money back.
The suit was filed by FIRE
USA Inc., a company based
out of Florida who was responsible for handling the music
festival’s tickets. The company
claimed that by refusing to
perform or reschedule another
concert, Swift breached the
contract formed in Oct. 2011.
When news of Swift’s cancellation reached the ears of
her Canadian fans set to see
her at Hoedown, customers
demanded their money back
from Evo Merchant Services,
a credit card processing company based out of New York.
From there, Evo, who hired
FIRE to sell the festival tickets, filed a claim against FIRE
for the $1.8 million in losses.
The suit demanded that FIRE
have Swift use her own $2.5
million payment to refund the
money to the devastated fans.
However, Swift’s representatives state that she never
made a deal with the ticket

company. It is more likely that
she had a “privacy of contract”
or a case where only she and
the promoter of the festival
could sue each other.
Surprisingly, this isn’t the
first time Swift has gotten a
lawsuit thrown her way. In
2010, Dan Dymtrow, Swift’s
former manager, claimed that
the multi-award winning artist owed him millions for discovering her and launching
her career. The suit resulted in
Dymtrow receiving $10,000.
Just three years later,
the star is battling the law
yet again. Representatives of
Taylor Swift insist that she is
not liable for the refunds and
that she held up her end of
the agreement by holding the
date. It isn’t her fault that the
Hoedown music festival was
completely disorganized and
incapable of providing Swift
with a structured schedule. In
addition, Swift and her team of
representatives say they have
not even seen the lawsuit.
The entire situation is messy
and questionable. It seems
like FIRE USA is just looking
for someone to blame and pin
their mistake on. Why not go
for a young, vulnerable artist
worth millions? For now, the
situation remains unresolved.
One thing is for sure, however:
Taylor Swift is never going
back to the Capital Hoedown
festival, at least not anytime
soon.
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A message from the NBA and its players
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Oscar Roundup: Editor Blurbs
“As I watched the Oscar’s on Sunday night I experienced an even mix of excitement and skepticism. From the
moment I saw Beasts of the Southern Wild I was fixated
with this moving tale of surprising strength and passion.
Quvenzhane Wallis delivered a powerful performance as
the film’s protagonist and deserved her nomination as
Lead Actress. Ang Lee, director of Life of Pi, snatched best
director and there was a moment when I thought he had
secured Best Picture.
To my disappointment, Argo won Best Picture. Argo
was a technically solid film that followed an inspirational
story, but I hardly think it was a cinematic achievement.
Life of Pi should have won best picture for its remarkable
cinematography and truly unique story. Although Life of
Pi was an adapted screenplay, this film resonated in the
minds of viewers as distinctly memorable. I have always
been a fan of Daniel Day-Lewis and commend his win for
Lead Actor. A man that always stays in character is truly
dedicated to his craft. Daniel Day-Lewis was the only reason I enjoyed Lincoln. As I predicted in an article I published last semester, Argo was Oscar bait. The only reason
it won Best Picture was because of the Oscar’s political
workings.”
- Lori Wieczorek
Editor-in-Chief

“This year the only category of the Oscars that I
could actually follow were
the nominees for documentary feature and documentary short.
Inocente, the documentary short winner, was expertly made. The film follows 15-year-old homeless
artist, Inocente, through
the opening of her first art
exhibit, focusing on her
family life and her relationship with her mother
at the same time. It was a
great movie and a true rags
to riches story.
One of the films that was
nominated for best documentary was The Invisible
War. I passed this film over
so many times on Netflix
that I was kicking myself
for being so stupid after
watching it.
The film presents a strong
case against sexual abuse
and rape in the military,
following countless people
in their struggles to gain
their lives and normalcy
back. It constantly had me
gasping, on the brink of
tears, just from the shock
of hearing the women and
mens' stories and statistics
for rape in the military.
Also, it is incredibly wellmade and was a great film
to watch. It lost to Searching for Sugarman, which
I've also seen and liked,
but I would have chosen
The Invisible War as my
personal winner for best
documentary.

(Photos courtesy of aceshowbiz.com.)

Was Life of Pi robbed at the Oscars?

“I was caught off guard
by some of this year's winners. I saw both Lincoln and
Silver Linings Playbook and
expected one of them to win
best picture.
I was also surprised to see
Brave win Best Animated
Feature Film. I heard it was
good but I expected Wreck-It
Ralph to pull off the upset.
However, I'm glad Paperman won Best Animated
Short Film and Skyfall won
Best Original Song.
The only thing that still
confuses me is the tie between Skyfall and Zero Dark
Thirty for Sound Editing. I
didn't even know a tie was
possible.”
- Nick Verhagen
Sports Editor

- Lindsay Rassmann
Managing Editor

(Photos courtesy of itsartmag.com.)

Paperman wins big!

Montclair’s Unsung Students
The Hallway Musician

Ever elusive, ever present. Hallway Musicians

(Photo courtesy of stlsymphony.org.)

Jonathan Michael Molina
Asst. Arts Editor
Scattered amongst campus
buildings from the Student
Center to University Hall,
these students are quickly
ignored by most, but provide
the most important part of the
college environment that inspires countless memories for
visitors and alumni alike.
Among the chatter of assignments, gossip and nonsense,
the signature sound that they
are known for pierces through
the chatter and catches everybody’s ear. These students are
the hallway musicians.
Hallway musicians come in
many forms. They can be the
typical guitar players (musicinius guitarus) who cluster
together in groups of three to
five hammering out harmonies and chord progressions
to entertain people with. The

players speak in a different
tongue than from what we
know. With an alphabet limited to seven letters, It’s a wonder how they communicate.
Guitarus manipulates their
strings to evoke variations on
their letters to bring the total
to fourteen.
The magic however, happens when they use these letters along with other letters
at different levels, or octaves,
to create a language that puts
Italian and Spanish to shame.
You would wonder how
they can convey emotions and
stories with what they have,
but these are those situations
where it is better to just sit
back and observe.
Along with Guitarus, there
is a more niche species that
lurk the grounds of Montclair

State that observers have to
look harder to find. Ukulele
players (Harminia Ukeleus)
are considered the mischievous “fairie” creatures of campus. Their language consists
of the same 14 letters as Guitarus, but their dialect is completely different.
The perpetual state of content happiness and lullaby
attitude that they exhibit attracts many a passer-by with
the smaller tools that they
work with, but the end result
is the same as with Guitarus.
The language that they communicate in is hypnotizing and
brings any thoughts to a halt
as simplicity takes control.
It’s fascinating to view these
students through these perspectives, but in reality, they
are just like you and me.

However, these students
are the foundation on which
all distributed music is based
on. They could be the next Red
Hot Chili Peppers or the next
Train. Whatever they grow to
be, remember that the hallway musicians are Montclair’s
unsung students.
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Fox’s Crime Drama Strikes Gold!
Ken Macri
Staff Writer

The Following is must see TV

With the abundance of
crime dramas scattered across
television networks today, it
is rare to see a new show that
actually promotes thought and
doesn’t feel like it was written five minutes before going
on air. The Following is both
dark and violent, but instead
of mindlessly implementing
action to fill time, the show
is well-scripted and carefully
told with twists and turns
throughout.
So far, only two episodes
have aired, but I can safely
say that this show will finally
give us some innovation when
it comes to serial killers and
their relationships with law
enforcement.
The series focuses on serial
killer Joe Carroll (James Purefoy), a brilliant and enigmatic
man who converses from prison with his cult-like band of
fellow serial killers who obey
his every wish.
As a former literature professor, obsessed with re-creating the “murderous” work of
his idol Edgar Allen Poe, Carroll exudes charisma and even
magnetism. After what transpires throughout the first few
episodes, it’s hard to imagine
this man ever maintaining
normalcy. Of course, every villain needs a hero, but instead
of the typical “knight in shining armor,”
The Following
embraces unconventionality
and gives us the scarred, damaged Ryan Hardy (Kevin Bacon).
Hardy is a former FBI agent
with a tragic past and has let
his ominous history with Joe

Carroll come to define him.
His search for redemption and
sobriety has led him out of retirement and right back to trying to solve the cryptic maze
embedded in Carroll’s brain.
The Following starts with
something prototypical for any
crime drama: the prison break.
However, its execution and
the amount of violence shown
gives a sense of originality,
something that is uncommon
among network television.
Everything that happens
after the prison break is astutely written. While the show
gives us plenty of bloodshed
and thrills, it doesn’t bury
us in them as they are there
to complement the story and
break from the dialogue.
The show moves at a rapid
pace and introduces many new
faces throughout, but retraces
its steps towards the end of
each episode so one can fully
comprehend the magnitude of
each action taken and every
word spoken. Casting Kevin
Bacon and James Purefoy as
the two conflicting leads is
perhaps the greatest asset The
Following has.
They fit into their roles like
gloves, the tension between
them silhouettes the overall
realism of the show.
The Following has enough
potential and talent to last for
the long run if the writers don’t
get lazy and the actors don’t
get greedy. The Following airs
Mondays at 9 p.m. on Fox.

Follow the Drama!

(Photo courtesy of hitflix.com.)
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Red Hawks Take Off with 2-0 Start
Nick Patriarca
Assistant Sports Editor

The Montclair State
mens lacrosse team got their
season off to a flying start with
wins in each of their first two
games.
They defeated the
Muhlenberg Mules on Wed,
Feb. 20 by a score of 9-6 at
home behind three goals by
freshman midfielder Zach
Schreck.
They followed up with
a 10-9 overtime win at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute on
Sat, Feb. 23 to start the season
2-0.
Junior attack Sam
Morrissey opened up the scoring for the Red Hawks against
the Mules two minutes into
the contest. The Mules would
equalize with five minutes remaining in the quarter, but
Morrissey would have a hand
in the go-ahead goal, feeding
the ball to Zach Schreck, who
restored the Red Hawks’ lead
with the first goal of his collegiate career.
Muhlenberg would tie
it up with a goal from Jason
Mertz just seconds into the
second quarter. Sophomore at-

tack Michael Jevic would break
the tie for the Red Hawks with
a sensational behind-the-back
goal.
Muhlenberg tied it up
again, however, and took the
lead with 12 seconds left in
the half with a goal from Tom
Glancy.
The Red Hawks came
out strong in the second half
with a game-tying goal from
sophomore midfielder Joel
Van Der Wal just under a minute into the half. They would
take the lead with 5:24 left in
the quarter with freshman attack, Brian Rickenbach’s first
collegiate goal.
The Mules would find
yet another equalizer just
minutes later, as Jack Reilly
tallied to make the score 5-5
going into the fourth.
Jevic added his second
goal of the game after a successful clear by the Red Hawk
defense to make the score 6-5,
two minutes into the fourth
quarter. Muhlenberg equalized again with another goal
from Reilly. Zach Schreck restored the Montclair lead just
seconds later with his second
goal of the game.
Morrissey also got
his second tally of the game a
minute later to give the Red
Hawks their first two-goal

lead of the game. Zach Schreck
capped off a successful day for
the Red Hawk underclassmen
with his third goal to seal a 9-6
opening day win.
The Red Hawks traveled to Troy, N.Y. for their
first road game of the season
against the Engineers of RPI.
Colin Fortuner scored the first
goal of the game three minutes
and 15 seconds in, followed by
a goal from Patrick Finn to
give the Engineers an early
2-0 advantage.
Zach Schreck followed
up on his impressive performance in the season opener
with the first MSU goal of the
game to pull them within one
going into the second quarter.
Junior attack Marc
Scoran scored his first goal of
the season after receiving a
pass from Michael Schreck to
tie the game at two. Just under a minute later, RPI took
advantage of a man-up opportunity and broke the tie with a
goal from David Hey.
They doubled their
lead following a successful
clear on their third shot of the
possession, finally converted
by Brett Overend. However,
the Red Hawks would not let
up, as Van Der Wal pulled
them back within one following an RPI turnover.

Hockey Freezes
in Final Month
Rich Efrus
Staff Writer

The Montclair State
University Red Hawks finished the regular season losing their final three games, all
in the month of February.
The final two games of
the season were road games.
The first was against William Paterson at the Ice Vault
Arena in Wayne, and the other
against New York University
at the Sky Rink at Chelsea
Piers.
On Feb. 15, the Red
Hawks traveled to take on
their rivals, William Paterson
University. William Paterson
came out, scoring three quick
first period goals to go up 3-0.
Kyle Garlasco, Jeff Zamor and
Mark Apidopolous were the
goal scorers for William Paterson.
Within the last five
minutes of the opening period,
the Red Hawks were able to
tally two goals to cut the deficit to one. Christopher Preziosi
scored an unassisted goal with
3:17 remaining in the period.
With nine seconds
left to play in the first, Albert
Abaunza scored a goal off a
feed from Preziosi, the Red
Hawks first goal scorer.
The second period was
a defensive battle between
both teams. The Red Hawks
were fighting to tie the game,
but it would be William Paterson to stay strong on defense
and score an insurance goal.
Mark Apidopolous scored an
insurance goal at 6:51 of the
period to give them a 4-2 lead
over MSU. Ryan Mara assisted on the goal.
In the third, the Red
Hawks continued to battle but
could not find the back of the
net again. William Paterson
scored two more goals in the
period. Ryan Mara and Robert
Peacock scored the goals for
WPU to make the score 6-2,
which would be the final.
Abaunza and Preziosi
were the only Red Hawks who
found the score sheet. Goaltender Trevor Tironi got the
start in net for Montclair, posting a .850 save percentage and

The Engineers would
find another goal before the
Red Hawks went on a 3-0 run
to end the first half. Van Der
Wal added another with senior
midfielder, Kenneth Bogert,
also scoring his first two goals
of the season during the run,
as the Red Hawks led 6-5 going into the locker rooms.
The Red Hawks increased their lead to three,
with goals by Morrissey and
Michael Schreck to start the
second half.
The Engineers would
pull back within one with
goals from Finn and Overend, both scoring their second
of the game. Jevic scored his
third goal of the season with
5:35 remaining in the third to
restore the Red Hawks’ twogoal lead.
The Red Hawks were
unable to hold onto their lead
as the Engineers were not to
be denied in the fourth quarter.
Wes Rudy scored his
second goal of the game with
11:31 left to play, and Eric
Valero equalized with 5:41 re-

Womens Lacrosse
Looks for Fourth
Skyline Title
Matt Pollock
Staff Writer

Photo Courtesy of Sports Information

Captain Tom Lindquist looking for an open pass in one of MSU’s
earlier games
making 34 saves on 40 shots.
Two days later, on Feb.
17, MSU was back in action
against New York University
for their final game of the season.
The game was a Sunday matinee with an 11:30
a.m. start time. Joseph Fede
got the start in net again
against NYU’s Samuel Daley
at the other end of the ice.
The game was filled
with a lot of penalties on both
sides. It was New York University scoring the first goal of
the contest at 16:29.
The goal was scored by
David Johnson and assisted by
Jake Zimmerman and Dakota
Richardson. That goal would
be the only goal either team
would score in the first. At the
end of the period, NYU was
ahead 1-0.
The second period
would see a lot of offense, and
unfortunately for the Red
Hawks, they were not the ones
scoring. NYU scored a power
play goal and a short-handed
goal in the period to cripple
the Red Hawks. Denis O’Hara,
Dakota Richardson and Jake
Zimmerman all scored in the

second for New York University.
Zimmerman had the
power play tally and Richardson scored short-handed on the
penalty kill. MSU got on the
scoreboard in the second on
a goal from Kevin Tempsick.
Nicholas Farina and Brandon
Person assisted on the Red
Hawks’ lone goal in the contest.
The third and final period of the contest began with
the score being 4-1 in favor of
NYU. No goals were scored in
the third as both goaltenders
played outstanding.
Unfortunately, MSU
could not beat Daley for a second goal and hoped to rally
back into the game. Daley
stopped 37 of the 38 Montclair
shots he faced, posting a .974
save percentage. For MSU, Joseph Fede had a .892 save percentage and stopped 33 of the
37 shots he faced.
The Red Hawks finish the season with a 9-112-1 record. They went 5-4-1-0
on home ice and 4-7-1-1 on
the road. As a team, the Red
Hawks scored 104 goals and
allowed 98.

maining to send the game into
overtime.
RPI had possession
for the majority of overtime,
but were unable to find the
net as two shots sailed wide.
They turned the ball over with
a minute left, with Morrissey
picking up the ground ball.
With six seconds left in
overtime, Michael Schreck received a pass from Jevic while
cutting to the net, and scored
the game-winner to propel the
Red Hawks to 2-0 and hand
RPI their first loss of the season.
Junior
goalkeeper
Michael Dorn made 12 saves
in his second victory of the
season. Bogert and Michael
Schreck each picked up six
ground balls in the winning
effort. Zach Schreck currently
leads the team in goals this
season with four.
The Red Hawks will
return to action on Saturday, March 2, when they host
eighth-ranked Dickinson College at Sprague Field at 3
p.m.

Spring sports are here
and today we’ll preview MSU’s
womens lacrosse team. Heading into the 2013 season, The
Montclair State women’s lacrosse team will be looking for
their fourth straight Skyline
Conference title beginning
March 2 at home against Stevens.
Projected to win the
Skyline Conference, Montclair
was also picked to finish second, as the New Jersey Athletic Conference released its
2013 Preseason Coaches’ Poll
on Friday. They received one
first place vote, finishing behind TCNJ. That rivalry game
will be held on April 9.
This team is led by
2012 NJAC Co-Coach of the
Year Nicol Parcelluzzi, the
Red Hawks finished 14-6 (7-1
conference) overall while placing third in the NJAC with a
3-2 conference record. In seven
seasons as the head coach of
the MSU program, Parcelluzzi
has guided the Red Hawks to
an overall record of 85-42.
“We are extremely excited about the 2013 season.
We hope to build on last year’s
success. We have a good mix of
returners and a strong freshman class that are capable
of making an impact right
away,” said Parcelluzzi. She
also went on to say that she is
happy they were picked to win
the conference, but it does not
mean much until they prove it
on the field.
Montclair is looking to
build off their perfect record
during the regular season in
the Skyline Conference. Last
year, MSU outscored its opponents 40-11 in the Skyline
Tournament. The Red Hawks
then put the exclamation
point on its banner season by
winning the ECAC Division
III Upstate Championship in
just its second postseason appearance.
Montclair State returns three all-conference
players from its 2012 NCAA
Tournament squad, including

senior attacker Kailee Beal,
junior midfielder Kelly Schoneveld, who was named FirstTeam Skyline Conference and
chosen as Honorable Mention
All-NJAC and the 2012 NJAC
Rookie of the Year, sophomore
attacker Tierney Conlon.
Beal told The Montclarion that she feels this
season is going to be very successful. “Our chemistry on
the field is very strong and I
feel like we will go really far
in the national tournament
this year. I’m so confident
in my teammates and we’ve
been working so hard in this
preseason.” They have a lot
of players coming back with a
deep bench, only losing three
players. Beal set two Montclair State records this season
as she finished second on the
team in scoring with 86 points.
She led the team with 64 goals
and added 22 assists.
Conlon, who was the
Rookie of the Year in both the
NJAC and Skyline Conferences, was one of the top scorers
in the nation, as she finished
the year with a school singleseason record 114 points.
A nine-time NJAC
Rookie of the Week winner
and three-time Skyline Rookie of the Week pick, Conlon
scored 46 goals and assisted
on 68 others with which accumulated the third-highest
single-season total in program
history. She had two goals and
three assists in MSU’s 14-13
win over York (PA) in the first
round of the NCAA Tournament on May 9.
The Montclair State
womens lacrosse team finished
the 2012 campaign a ranked
team as the Red Hawks were
No. 19 in the Intercollegiate
Women’s Lacrosse Association
(IWLCA) Final Top 20 poll.
Montclair State posted one of
the best seasons in program
history, as the Red Hawks finished 14-6 and captured their
third consecutive Skyline
Conference
Championship,
beating Farmingdale State
14-12 in the league title contest on April 28. The victory
sent Montclair into the NCAA
Tournament for the fifth time.
MSU’s first conference
game will be March 12 when
they host Rutgers-Camden.
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The first round of
Spring Training games were
firsts for many young up-andcoming stars eager to secure
their spot at the Major League
level.
One star that has everybody buzzing is New York
Mets pitcher Zack Wheeler.
The young arm was drafted
in the first round by the San
Francisco Giants back in the
2009 MLB Draft. Coming out
of college, the Giants were very
impressed with his arsenal of
pitches and his execution of
them, but were concerned with
his injury history.
Two years later, the
Giants pulled the trigger on a
trade that sent the young star
to the Mets for veteran outfielder Carlos Beltran.
This Spring Training,
Wheeler is looking to prove
to the Mets organization that
he is ready to blossom in the
heat and grind of the Major
League level and build upon
his commendable 10-6 record
in AA last season. His proof
of being ready for the Major
League level shined in his
Spring Training debut against
the Washington Nationals.
From
the
get-go,
Wheeler looked quite nervous.
The first batter he faced, utility man Steve Lombardozzi,
drew a walk. With a man on
first and star Bryce Harper
up to the plate, Wheeler witnessed his first true Major
League test, which he soon
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passed with flying colors.
Harper grounded out
to second base and Wheeler
struck out the next two hitters
he saw come up to the plate,
ending his first Spring Training inning on a good note. He
would breeze through his second inning of work to put the
icing on the cake on a positive
first impression.
“He hides the ball like
a veteran,” SNY reporter Bobby Ojeda explained to viewers
at home. Wheeler went on to
explain to Mets fans that his
Spring Training debut “felt
good.” I believe they would say
the same regarding Wheeler’s
stellar debut.
Another prospect who
shined in his Spring Training
debut is New York Yankees
pitcher Adam Warren. Warren,
who posted a commendable
32-4 record at the University
of North Carolina in Chapel
Hill prior to getting drafted
had an up-and-down debut
last season with the Yankees.
Though Warren has
a slim chance of breaking the
Yankees’ rotation this season,
a good performance will make
general manager Brian Cashman ponder an early call up

to the bullpen for the young
pitcher.
Warren looked very
sharp from the get-go against
the Blue Jays, striking out two
batters and giving up no hits
in his first inning of action.
A walk in the second
inning put a man on first, but
that failed to worry Warren,
who ended the inning on a
good note by forcing a pair of
grounders and a flyout. Warren ended his Spring Training
debut with 27 pitches in two
innings to go along with two
strikeouts.
Other rising stars
whose debuts were worth noting are San Diego Padres third
baseman Jedd Gyorko, who
plated four RBIs in his debut
against the Mariners; Yankees
outfielder Zolio Almonte, who
mashed a home run and plated
two RBI in his debut against
the Atlanta Braves; Baltimore
Orioles pitcher Dylan Bundy,
who struck out two batters in
his long awaited Spring Training debut against the Minnesota Twins and Rangers shortstop Jurikson Profar, who went
hitless with a strikeout in his
debut against the Royals.

Same Faces
New Places
Harry Hamparian
Staff Writer

Not only are young
ball players on display during
Spring Training, but seasoned
veterans as well, especially
those who moved into a new
home during the offseason.
One such veteran is
former Yankees and Giants
outfielder Melky Cabrera.
Melky Cabrera, who
was crowned a clutch player
during his stint in pinstripes
in the Bronx and had a career
year last season with the Giants. He hit over .300, displayed a great sense of power
and finesse and even put up a
great performance during the
2012 All-Star Game in Kansas
City. All was looking bright
for Melky until he was busted
for banned substances by Major League Baseball. Cabrera
ended up serving a suspension
and was shunned from participating in the Giants’ 2012
postseason run.
This season, Melky is
looking to start over on a clean
slate with the powerhouse Toronto Blue Jays and is penciled in to start in the outfield
during the regular season.
Melky ended up hitless with a strikeout in his
long awaited Spring Training
debut.
Another new ball club
debut that had heads turning was the debut of long time
Boston Red Sox third baseman
Kevin Youkillis on the Yankees.
Yes, the New York Yankees.
For those who did not

recognize Youkillis during his
debut with the Yankees, do not
be ashamed. The facial hair
rule implemented in the New
York clubhouse forced Youkillis to shave off his signature
beard and sideburns. It seems
as if Youkillis and his face
are ready to start fresh in the
Bronx.
Though many Yankees
supporters were skeptical
about signing a rival player,
general manager Brian Cashman thought pulling the trigger on a deal with Youkillis
would help fill the huge gap
at third base with Alex Rodriguez on the disabled list.
Though Youkillis went
hitless in his first ever stint
with the Bronx Bombers, his
plate discipline and contact on
the ball were surely good signs
of better things to come for
the new look Youkillis in New
York.
Other veteran debuts
around the league to take
note of during Spring Training include utility man Ryan
Raburn, who smashed a home
run in his debut to help the
Cleveland Indians put up double-digit runs against the Cincinnati Reds; Roberto Hernandez (better known as Fausto
Carmona), who pitched a
scoreless inning and is looking
to jumpstart his career again
with the Tampa Bay Rays and
former San Diego Padres closer Heath Bell, whose scoreless
inning in relief is pushing him
in the right direction in having
a bounce back year with the
Diamondbacks.
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NHL Season Offers Several Storylines
Corey Aron
Staff Writer

It’s amazing how the
NHL is already almost down
to half of its regular season
schedule.
Even though there are
some teams that do vary in the
amount of games that have
been played, regardless of its
total, if the season had ended
today, the New York Rangers would not be one of those
teams that would qualify for a
playoff spot.
They have scored a
meager three goals while suffering through a three-game
losing streak, which has been
strictly due to their big acquisition during the offseason,
with Rick Nash missing time
with what has been called an
“undisclosed injury.”
I find it irresponsible
on the team’s part for having
the audacity to keep their best
player’s injury a secret and
leaving fans, including the
media, all left in the dark.
However, Nash did
get in some skating time during team practice on Tuesday,
but it is still highly unlikely he
will suit up for the upcoming
games as quickly.
I give credit to The
Bergen Record’s Andrew Gross
for receiving more insight on
what exactly Rick Nash might
be going through.
He mentioned how
Nash seemed to sidestep any
questions that involved his ailments, but it’s speculated that
he is going through what may
be a concussion. When asked
if whether that was the case,
Nash had responded, “I’m not
a doctor. It’s tough for me to
analyze that and it’s up to [the
doctors] to decide.”
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Jamie Benn and Joe Thornton fighting on the ice.
It’s a good sign to see
that he’s back on the ice, which
give us an indication that he is
indeed on his way back from
whatever may be bothering
him. I might be going out on
a limb, but if the Rangers do
miss out on making the playoffs, then I truly believe head
coach John Tortorella will
have to go.
This team is loaded
with talent, and if someone
has to take the brunt of the
heat, it’s “Torts.” Hopefully,
the team will bounce back in
preventing that from happening. As for the New Jersey
Devils, they’ve also struggled
by losing five out of their last
seven games.
I’ve got to say that
despite their recent downfall,
they’ve still exceeded my expectations in moving forward
without Zach Parise. Something tells me that they will
find their team chemistry
again, especially once Marty
Brodeur comes back from
what’s said to be a day-to-day
sore back.
One of the hottest
teams in the Eastern Confer-

ence has been the Philadelphia Flyers. Their record is
still under .500, but their offense has scored 22 goals in
their last five games. Even
though not all of their games
translate into wins, it’s still a
good sign to see their young
players, including Jakub Voracek, Brayden Schenn and
Wayne Simmonds as well as
captain Claude Giroux, starting to bring back some relevance down in Philly.
Speaking of a player
that’s on fire, one of the only
few bright spots for the Islanders is knowing that John Tavares is third in the league with
25 points. He has officially entered himself into superstardom.
I also wanted to briefly
acknowledge two of the NHL’s
Original Six teams that have
emerged back onto the scene
this year with the Toronto
Maple Leafs and Montreal Canadiens. This past offseason,
the Canadiens brought back
former coach Michael Therrien, who had once brought
the team to the Eastern Conference Semifinals back in

2002, plus he knows how to
speak French, which seemed
to have been a big deal with
their previous coach, who
wasn’t able to the year before.
The Maple Leafs should only
improve upon their success, as
they will soon get back goalie
James Remier as well as Joffrey Lopul, who is one of their
offensive catalysts.
The crème de la crème
of the league goes to the Chicago Blackhawks. They now hold
the league’s history in obtaining the longest streak to ever
start off a season with scoring
one point per game. Their record now stands at 16-0 with
just three overtime losses, but
nonetheless, they have never
lost a game in regulation.
Corey Crawford has
played stellar behind the net,
and even when he was out
with an injury, backup netminder Ray Emery has compiled a 7-0 record for himself.
Keep in mind it was only a few
seasons ago that this team had
won the Stanley Cup.
They still have Joel
Quenneville as their head
coach and their core players

have stayed intact, including Patrick Kane, Jonathan
Toews, Marian Hossa, Patrick
Sharp and Duncan Keith, giving us every reason to once
again believe why this is rightfully the most dangerous team
in the NHL.
No wonder why ESPN
analyst Barry Melrose always
picks this team as his favorite
to win the Stanley Cup going
into the last few seasons. Marian Hossa, who has punched
in nine goals, commented on
the team’s success.
“It is a great feeling,
obviously. It doesn’t matter
who’s scoring, and lately we
have a lot of different guys
scoring. We try to enjoy the
streak, keep playing a simple
game and try to find a way to
win.”
I can’t do the math,
but you’d have to think the
Blackhawks are already close
towards clinching a playoff
spot. This season has also seen
one of the league’s top young
superstar defensemen on the
Ottawa Senators, Erik Karlsson, go down with a serious
injury.
It may sound graphic,
but the Pittsburgh Penguins’
Matt Cooke’s skate dug into
Karlsson’s Achilles tendon,
forcing him to miss the remainder of the season. I’d also
like to mention this season’s
fight of the year.
I’m not fond of fighting
in sports in general, but Dallas’ Jamie Benn had dropped
the gloves with San Jose’s
captain Joe Thornton in what
sent chills down my spine.
I’d recommend to YouTube the fight if you haven’t
seen it already, because it’s
rare to see the best players on
each team go at it. The NHL is
in full force and it isn’t looking
back.
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0-0
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This Week.
3/2 vs. Stevens
1 p.m.
Last Week
No Games Scheduled

Who’s Hot

This Week.
3/2 vs. Dickinson
3 p.m.
Last Week
2/23 MSU 10, Rensselaer 9

Skyline

Overall

0-0

2-0

This Week.
3/2 vs. Dickinson
3 p.m.
Last Week
2/23 MSU 10, Rensselaer 9

Taylor Jeffers
Forward - Basketball
Jeffers completely dominated the court in last
week’s win over the Pioneers for the NJAC title.
Jeffers recorded 22 points, 10 rebounds and
two blocks in her 38 minutes.

Jen Kuczynski
Guard - Basketball
Kuczynski was a big offensive weapon
for MSU in the NJAC Championship
game. Kuczynski scored 12 points while
shooting 80 percent from the field.

This Week

Game of the Week

Womens Basketball
vs. Regis College
March 1, 6 p.m.

The Red Hawks travel to Lebanon
Valley to take on Regis College in
the first round of the NCAA Div. III
National Tournament.
For updates, check out:
w w w. m o n t c l a i r a t h l e t i c s. c o m
and follow
@TheMontclarion on Twitter

Who’s Hot

Sam Morrissey
Attacker - Lacrosse
After two games, Morrissey has posted three
goals and one assist. With four points, he is
currently tied for the team lead.

Michael Jevic
Attacker - Lacrosse
Jevic was a key player in MSU’s first two
games of the 2013 season. Jevic scored
three goals and recorded one assist.

This Week

Game of the Week

Mens Lacrosse
vs. Dickinson College
March 2, 3 p.m.

After a 2-0 start, the Red Hawks
look to win their third straight
game when they host Dickinson
College.
For updates, check out:
w w w. m o n t c l a i r a t h l e t i c s. c o m
and follow
@TheMontclarion on Twitter
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NHL Season Offers
Several Storylines
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Check out
Montclairathletics.com
for schedules and
statistics

Red Hawks Take Off
with 2-0 Start
P. 23
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Red Hawks Dominate in NJAC Championship
MSU heads to NCAA Championship with perfect season intact
Nick Patriarca
Assistant Sports Editor

The Montclair State
womens basketball team were
crowned NJAC champions for
the first time since 1995, remaining undefeated throughout the regular season and
conference tournament for the
first time in program history.
After dominating Rutgers-Newark in the semifinal,
they subjected William Paterson to the same treatment
in the Championship Game,
ripping apart the Pioneers en
route to a 75-54 win. Senior
forward Taylor Jeffers led the
way for the Red Hawks, scoring 22 points and pulling down
10 rebounds.
The Pioneers went
into the game against the undefeated Red Hawks as twotime defending NJAC champions while riding a seven-game
winning streak.
The first half was
tightly contested, as the largest margin of lead was five
when the Pioneers led 19-14
with 9:55 remaining in the
half.
The Red Hawks would
take the lead for the second
time in the game thanks to a
run of six consecutive points
from sophomore guard Janitza
Aquino with 6:36 remaining.

There were 11 lead changes
in the first half as the teams
went into the locker rooms
tied at 33.
The Red Hawks finally broke the game open in the
second half, going on a 12-0
run to give them a 53-41 lead
with 8:59 remaining.
Jeffers contributed six
points during the run as the
Red Hawks would extend the
lead to 16 with 4:15 remaining. The Red Hawks outscored
the Pioneers 42-21 in the second half and cruised on for a
21 point victory to secure their
second conference title in program history.
Jeffers led the way
for the Red Hawks, shooting
eight for 13 from the field for a
game-high 22 points. Aquino
had 15 points in 34 minutes of
play. Sophomore forward Melissa Tobie had 10 points and
six assists in the winning effort.
Pioneers junior guard
Floriana Borova led William
Paterson with 19 points and
finished the season as the
NJAC’s leading scorer.
Jeffers was named
NJAC Player of the Week and
was also selected for the First
Team All-NJAC. She averaged
19 points, seven rebounds, 1.5
assists and 1.5 steals in the
Red Hawks’ conference tournament run.
The Red Hawk ladies
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The Red Hawks posing with the NJAC Championship trophy.
broke several school records
in this memorable season, including Best Start to a Season, Consecutive Victories and
Wins in a Single Season.
They also broke the
record for consecutive wins by
any athletic team with their
27th consecutive victory, surpassing the record of 26 set by
the softball team in 2008. The
Red Hawks currently lead the
nation in steals per game with
18.3 and is second in scoring
margin with 28.7.
Thanks to their conference tournament triumph,
the Red Hawks qualified for
the NCAA Division III Tour-

nament for the fourth time
in their history, receiving an
automatic bid as Conference
Champions.
Currently ranked fifth
in the nation by d3hoops.com,
they enter the 64-team tournament, alongside DePauw University of Greencastle, Ind. as
the only undefeated teams in
the nation.
They will travel to Annville, Pennsylvania for the
first round of the tournament
to face 23-4 Regis (MA) on Friday, March 1 at 6 p.m. The
other first round game features Lebanon Valley College
and Baruch College, with the

two first round winners squaring off in the second round on
Saturday, with the winner advancing to the Sectional Tournament.
Montclair State’s best
national tournament performance dates back to 1978
when the Montclair State College Indians, led by womens
basketball legend Carol Blazejowski, advanced to the AIAW
Final Four, falling to eventual
champion UCLA.
Much has changed
since then, but these Red
Hawks will be looking to make
their own mark in the history
books.

Red Hawks Fourth
In Preseason Poll
Mike Panepinto
Staff Writer

The MSU men’s baseball team looks to start off
their new campaign with a
fresh beginning, as the college
baseball season begins to come
back into full swing. Montclair
State hopes to build off of last
year’s strong season with another solid outing.
Last year, the team
went 27-13 overall and 15-3
in the New Jersey Athletic
Conference and finished in 1st
place in the NJAC regular season standings. In this year’s
NJAC Preseason Coaches Poll,
the Red Hawks were chosen to
finish fourth behind Kean, Ramapo and Rowan.
The teams who finish
within the top six in the regular season will advance to the
2013 NJAC Championship
Tournament, which features a
double-elimination format this
season.
The breakdown of the
team in terms of experience on
the roster is as follows: eight
seniors, 13 juniors, nine sophomores and 12 freshmen. Montclair State returns a great triad of players who were NJAC
All-Conference Players of the
Year: senior third baseman
Stephen Nappe, junior shortstop Lou Martini and junior
shortstop Cody Pace.

Junior lefty John Silvestri leads the way on the
mound as four of the seven
starting pitchers in last year’s
rotation return.
Norm Schoenig enters
his 19th season as the skipper
of the Red Hawks. At MSU,
Schoenig has compiled an
overall record of 681-376-10
(which is a winning percentage
of .643) and an NJAC record of
300-115-1 (which comes out to
.722).
Schoenig has earned
many accolades as head coach
of the Red Hawks: two NCAA
Division III National Championships, five NJAC titles, seven NCAA Regional Championships, seven appearances in
the Division III World Series
and one national runner-up
finish in 1998.
He currently ranks
33rd in winning percentage
among Division III baseball
coaches (.683) and his total
career victories puts him at
32nd.
Montclair State starts
their season this Friday,
March1 in Chestertown, Md.
against Washington College in
a two game series. They then
travel to Port Charlotte, Florida for the Snowbird Classic,
which begins on March 10.
The Red Hawks home
opener is on March 20, when
they host Moravian College at
3:30 p.m
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After a 27-13 record in 2012, the Red Hawks were ranked fourth in the NJAC Preseason Coaches
Poll behind Rowan, Ramapo and first-ranked Kean.
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